Bomb Girls - Social Media Comments
– Part 3 (2,001 – 3,000) –

Global TV cancelled the World War II-themed drama Bomb Girls
at the end of April 2013. Since then a great number of internet
users have voiced their opinion on the official Bomb Girls Global
and Reelz Facebook pages, the online petitions, Twitter, Tumblr,
and other blogs and social media.
The main message is clear: Bomb Girls should not have been
cancelled.
Below is a collection of online comments from viewers that have
spoken up after the announcement of the cancellation.
The Save Bomb Girls team will keep updating this list and add
more comments over time. Please visit savebombgirls.com for
more details.

Susan J.

Please tell me Bomb Girls has been picked
up for a 3rd Season. Can't get enough!!

Cathy L.

I'm so pissed off that the cancelled this
show!!

BethAnn L.

i just finished season 2, what is this I
hear? No more? Please tell me it ain't so!

Sharon C.

Best damn dramatic roll for Meg Tilly
ever! She rocks!

Melissa S.

I am obsessed with this show!!!!

Judy L.

Global is playing reruns of Bomb Girls on
Friday night at 8.00 PM. Maybe if we the
fans watch it, it will change the minds
who cancelled it.
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Gill P.

Thoroughly enjoyed series one in UK now
enjoying series two. Only sorry it's not
getting the press it deserves.

Kate C.

Bomb Girls and Sin Bin don't have much
in common, except for the fact that they
both star Michael Seater, which I think is
enough reason to make both of these
great flicks. The Adventures in the Sin Bin
is a movie that revolves around a quiet
high school boy (Michael Seater) who
seeks attention by lending out his van,
called "The Sin Bin" to his classmates to
have sex in it. Overall, I found the movie
to be quite hilarious and definitely
recommend watching it when it comes
out on VOD on Oct.18th!

Marj F.

Very saddened to find out this show has
been cancelled. Why, why, WHY are good
shows cancelled? And why do mindless
stupid shows like The Bachelor or
Bachelorette survive? Arggggggghhhhh

Samanthaa S.

what days is it on

Karen Y.

Please tell me when on again last watched
5th October , miss it so much

Sue H.

I just watched this on Netflix.. I love it!
Will this show continue?
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Jennifer M.

I just started watching this show on
Netflix and am so sad to hear that they
canceled the show I love it so much and
have been addicted to it from the second I
started watching it. I wish Netflix would
pick up the show and start making new
episodes like they did with Arrested
Development fingers crossed

Veronika D.

Love the show, but mainly love how it
gives the female perspective during the
war, and not through the eyes of the
housewife cookie cutter image the text
books like to promote. It is a shame this
show was cancelled. Seems like poor
advertising, because the script and acting
are well done. Bring back BOMB GIRLS!

Megan F.

I just started watching this on Netflix -Love it!!

Aimee W.

I want Season 3! Waaaaaaaahhhhh

Bella G.

This is my favorite show, I wish there
were more like this show with substance
and history but I do so wish that it hadn't
been canceled.....please bring them back.

Joyce J.

It was...is...my favorite show too. So sad.

Janet M.

LOVED the first two seasons streamed on
Netflix. HATED that no season 3 is
forthcoming.
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Ashlyn R.

Save Bomb Girls!

Victoria L.

Obsessed!!!!! I want season 3!!

Bella G.

Great show, wish they would have more
shows like this on TV instead of all the
idiotic reality shows everywhere on tv,
please bring back this show is one the best
shows on TV...

Bella G.

Just finished Bomb girls, can't believe
such a great show was cancelled, that was
just a idiotic move. This show need to
come back and at least close all the story
lines, you wonder why viewers ate leaving
network tv well here is the answer you
cancelled it.

Mae G.

Will there be a new season 2013?

Victoria L.

No they're doing a 2-hr movie instead
season 3

Kevin D.

I love this drama the best in a long time
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Bridgette D.

You can't cancel this quality program.
There is so much trash on television that
if people actually got to see Bomb Girls
they would become instant fans. The
show is not the reason it hasn't been a hit
show, its your publicity department. All
you have to do is advertise "Catch up on
the first 2 seasons of Bomb Girls on
Netflix before season 3 begins in..." If you
develop Vera & Marco's relationship
rather than Mrs. Corbit then you'd be
doing yourselves another favor because
it's called Bomb Girls not 'Bomb awkward
older women who think they can have
affairs against her veteran husband'. Not
cool.

Traci S.

This show is amazing.

Renee S.

I hope there is a 3rd season.! love it.

Aimee W.

this show!!!!!!

Gretchen A.

Just watched both seasons on Netflix.
What a great show. I wish they would
make more!

Janet R.

Just got Season 1 on DVD. This show is
amazing! From the writing to the
wardrobe, spot on!

Mae G.

When do the show start again in Canada?
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Laurel D.

Why did they cancel this show! Loved it.

Joseph B.

Excellent series. One wonders what
prompted the cancellation of such a far
reaching exploration of a little
acknowledged aspect of WWII. Gender
bias?? Congratulations to producer,
director, writers, cast and crew. Bravo!

Hannah J.

There needs to be a season 3! This show is
unique and amazing.

Andy O.

Brilliant series! Just discovered it,
repeated in the UK before the next series
starts this weekend.

Nancy B.

is there not going to be a Season 3?
Obviously this show is a hit in at least
three different countries, how can they
possibly consider canceling it?

Aurora R.

Loved this show until season 2, episode
9....ugh really...why Rosie O...so
obnoxious! Very hard to watch and
annoying..trying to get through this
episode.

Larry S.

I just found this on Netlfix and is by far
one the best series I have ever watched. I
hope they decide to either make season 3
or at least and extended finale. Better
than anything we have had in the U.S. in
many years. Not sure why it cancelled. It
is a gem! I need another dose!
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Patricia O.

Any news on the movie they are supposed
to make to tie up loose ends? They could
save themselves the trouble by just
putting out a Season 3! I'm in the USA,
but I loved this show!

Vicky C.

just read they are gonna have a two hour
movie to wrap things up... at least that's
something....

Stephanie G.

I just found this show on Netflix and I'm
so sad to know that it's already cancelled.
It was a great one!

Mona T.

I am so upset! I just found out that Bomb
Girls is not coming back and I LOVED the
show! Why does every GOOD show have
to be cancelled? We need good
programming, not most of the trash seen
now. Please, please come back to us!

Katherine H.

I just starting watching this show and I
cant believe that I found out its was
cancel

Elisabet M.

I want it back! !!!!!!!!

Kate O.

Any broadcast dates for season two in the
UK yet?

Kate O.

Save Bomb Girls, not seen any adverts!
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Karen M.

Watching a Bomb Girls repeat on Global
but wishing it was a season 3 new
episode.

Paulette P.

I love this show. Finally something you
can relate to with some history to it
instead of all the stupid reality shows.

Tami W.

i might as well cancel the reelz channel if
no more bomb girls i dont wanna pay for
a channel i wont watch.

Cayley B.

I am so sad to just find out that they are
not making season 3... I was looking
forward to watching this fall! this sucks!!

Lizzie L.

My favourite quote from Season 2 is Ep9
Dotti to Lorna..."There are as many paths
as there are men, you just have to make
sure you're both traveling in the same
direction"

Michelle T.

So excited for Season 2 on Netflix!

Bridgette D.

You can't cancel this show! It's far too
addicting!!!! MAKE SEASON 3!!!!!!!!!!

Jacqueline P.

Please keep making more
seasons!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! I just recently got
into this show, but it's amazing!!!!!!!
Great combination of history and
drama!!!!!
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Cyndie L.

Need a season 3!!

Melissa N.

Why did you cancel? This show was really
great.

Jen T.

I just finished watching the second season
and when I asked my hubby “When does
the third season come out?” He told there
wasn’t anymore. I think I’m going to go
cry in my beer.

Barbara D.

Disappointed no Season 3. So much
trashy programs on tv now. Hope they
change their minds.

A'Manda M.

Watching both seasons on Netflix now! I
love this show! #BombGirls

Christy B.

PLEASE keep us advised about the
upcoming TV movie!

Laura G.

I am a little slow on the uptake...just
found out about this show here in the
States and love it! Also, just found out
there will NOT be a season
3...heartbreaking!!

Lisa T.

Just finished the series! Please bring it
back... we have to know what happened to
Betty!
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Pamela W.

yep, once again, one of the best series I
have seen in years...cancelled too bad for
tv.

David W.

Perhaps there'll be enough fan input to
convince Global to reconsider. Fingers
crossed.......

David W.

Am I alone in my belief that Betty is the
best character in Bomb Girls?

Natalie G.

I love this show...I'm so disappointed
there will not be a season 3. Why?

Tiffany H.

SO happy to see Meg Tilly back onscreen!
LOVE this show. Pleeeease make another
season! GIRL POWER at it's finest!

Natalia W.

Best Show ever!!! Please keep making me
seasons!!

Kwanda F.

This show is awesome!

Patty S.

We want more. Great show, please bring
it back.

Lindsey S.

Just found this show on Netflix and blew
threw two seasons in a week. Now I find
out there's no third season. Cruel Global.
Low and cruel. We're hard up for good
shows in the States, don't take this away!
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Lindsey S.

I'm in. I heard there was going to be a two
hour movie, is that true? Even if it is, I
still feel ripped off. Shows today are
typically so crappy, this one had
everything. Good actors, good writing,
good set design, good costume design,
good photography, just so great overall.
What was their reasoning for cancelling?
Were the numbers just not that good?

Jorja B.

Any chance they will be back with Season
3?

Jorja B.

what do I need to do? Love that series.......

Cheryl H.

What a sleeper!! This is a great series. I
can't believe there will not be a season 3.
Any way to change their minds?

Nurse L.

This show was uniquely different. It
provided an insight to a little known piece
of history. WW II changed the roles of
women. These women in this show
depicted the change from stay at home to
a role with dangerous consequences. I
love this show and after investing two
seasons, would like the stories to have
some endings rather than left in limbo.

Cassidy M.

Bomb girls was an amazing show. Im glad
to hear there making a 2 hour tv movie
but it sucks there wont be more!!!

Liza L.

GREAT show... Sad it was cancelled.
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Karen M.

Just watched a repeat of episode 1 on
Global, got excited about the next season
& was shocked to find out this show has
been cancelled. It is such an amazing
show. I got hooked on The Following last
season but as soon as Bomb Girls
episodes started up again & came on at
the same time, the big network American
show actually didn't win, it didn't stand a
chance actually, which says a lot. Please
bring back Bomb Girls.

Amy S.

So very happy to have found BOMB
GIRLS on NETFLIX. My 22 year old
daughter deplores TV, but LOVES this
show. We have just started SEASON 2. So
very sad that SEASON 3 is not happening.
We love BOMB GIRLS - with love from
DALLAS, TEXAS!

Amanda S.

there NEEDS to be a third season of
Bomb Girls!!!!!

Cynthia B.

Save Bomb Girls!!!!!

Tina M.

is there a season 3 and when

Tina M.

I have and love the show..

Laura Z.

I hope there will be a season 3. I really
hate not knowing how is all turns out for
the girls.
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Christine M.

So disappointed to hear that there will be
no season 3....I don't watch many shows
with great regularity (or much tv for that
matter), but this was one show I could
really get in to and never want to miss an
episode....guess it's back to netflix
watching shows from my youth (which
beat most of the reality crap out there
now)!

Jennifer E.

When will series 2 be on in the uk?

Dana B.

Bring Bomb Girls back. Love the
show...hate television executives.

Thomas L.

I'm really sad about Bomb Girls. I just
found it on Netflix and became addicted
only to find out that it's already cancelled.

Abby O.

Un-cancel Bomb Girls!

Andrea M.

I absolutely LOVE this show! Who is the
jerk who cancelled this show? Finally a
quality show with awesome women.

Tanya F.

K whens the next season start??so I can
mark it on my calender. lol

Tanya F.

What!!!!??? Noooooo it was such a good
series!! Why??:(

Sheree J.

I LOVE that show! Bring it back please!!
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Sammantha P.

Save bomb girls! Don't cancel! !!!!!!!!

Kayla S.

Miss this show far to much!! i love
knowing more about Canadian's and the
history be hide women of this country it
was empowering to know how far this has
all come. sicken to see shows about sex
and slutty women are more worth it then
shows that can teach a hole lot to women
and men

Beth D.

is it true there is not going to be. a seson
3? dang it

James M.

To the Bomb Girls Team ... Thanks for a
great drama. My mom was a bomb girl in
WWII (in the US.) My wife and I enjoyed
the episodes and we're sorry to hear it's
canceled. Y'all did a great job.

Bob W.

Not since Deadwood and Firefly have I
been this disappointed a series has been
cancelled.

Anne-Julie O.

I want the show back!

Teri C.

Who sings the final song in Episode 13:
The Party Line? She sounds a bit like
Sarah McLachlan. I can't find anything on
it. Thanks!
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Nellie K.

Kudos to costume designer Debra
Hanson! I love everything about Bomb
Girls, but as a vintage clothing lover, I am
particularly delighted with the costuming.
There is incredible attention to detail, and
the play of colors is wonderful. I get so
much inspiration from this show.

Sarah V.

I Miss this show

Sarah V.

I just want it to come back on all ready

Patricia O.

My mum and I got addicted to Bomb Girls
when we found it on Netflix. We have 2
episodes left of Season 2 and then via the
internet I found out it was cancelled!
What?! This show is perfection. It is as
good as Downton Abbey and I love, love,
love Downton! Who do we write and
complain to about it's cancellation?!

Rebecca M.

Hello Can anyone tell me when Bomb
Girls session two is coming to uk.

Ramona H.

The Bomb Girls are the BOMB!

Mary-Jo R.

LOVE this show...so of course it's been
cancelled! I guess any show which
actually uses writers and scripts and
talented actors cannot last long on today's
television. Apparently they need more
screen time for the Kardashians and the
like! Kill me now!
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Nicole M.

season 2 on Netflix now!!!

Jeanne B.

My husband and I have watch all of
seasons 1 & 2 Bomb Girl shows, and I was
just checking into when season 3 would
start and discover there won't be a season
3...SO DISAPPOINTED!! Please don't
cancel quality TV shows...there is so little
out there to watch!

Linda L.

When is season 2 coming to the uk? I
don't want to miss it?

Angelica V.

they need to make a season three!!

Heather M.

I am very disappointed they are not
continuing the show-how can they
possibly cancel Bomb Girls and keep
running all those CRAP TV shows???
There are so few quality TV shows like
Bomb Girls. The networks need to
understand that the public is tired of
"reality TV". Cancel the garbage and
KEEP BOMB GIRLS !!!

Nanci R.

So? What about season 3?

Shirley R.

are they still making more seasons

Alaxaundria K.

Can be true you have to bring a season 3
and beyond PLEASE!! — at Orlando
International Airport.
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Jennifer F.

Finally Season Two on Netflix

Patti C.

Is it true there will be no Season 3???

Katie C.

Will there be a season 3???

Katie C.

Well pooey! I loved that show.

Kim R.

is it true that this great show is not
coming back this fall?

Sherri G.

Are they making a movie to tie up loose
ends?

Win F.

I CAN'T BELIEVE THEY'VE
CANCELLED BOMB GIRLS! WE
FINALLY GET A GOOD CANADIAN
SHOW AND LOOK WHAT HAPPENS. I
THINK THE RATINGS WENT DOWN
ON SEASON 2 BECAUSE THEY MOVED
IT FROM 9 PM TO 10 PM. I'M SO
DISAPPOINTED! IMAGINE HAVING
THAT DUMB BONES WIN OVER BOMB
GIRLS!

Layla R.

...I love the music...Is there a CD
available...there should be!

Layla R.

Watched a marathon...S1 & S2...what a
great show. Can't wait for next episode.
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Leila V.

When is season 3?

Joyce J.

Sorry...there won't be a third season. The
show has been cancelled. There will be a
two hour movie to wrap up the storylines
sometime in 2014...no date announced
yet.

Nicole M.

Rosie O'Donnel, really, she's off her dam
rocker, kinda just ruined the season for
me. Thanks Obama.

Jeryn D.

I'm in the process of finishing up my MA
thesis on Canadian women in WWII and
fiction (which includes a section on bomb
girls). If you have the time, could you
please respond to this comment with what
you like about the show or how it has
affected you? Can be anything: like seeing
a show about women in WWII, gave you a
better appreciation for what your
grandmother went through, educated you
about women's involvement in WWII, got
you interested in history etc. Don't spend
too long on it but it would be a huge help
for me if you could leave your experience.
Thanks!

Kim R.

My parents met during WW2 in
Cheltenham, England. They married in
1944 and my mother moved to the US to
be with her American husband. I am
always fascinated by shows that highlight
this era, and like to imagine what it was
like for my parents.
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Derek G.

When I was a boy in Montreal, circa 1972,
we met this old british lady who had
worked in a british factory making air
planes during WW2. This lady had a dog
named Yogi and a group of us would stop
and play with Yogi on our way home from
school.

Kris K.

I love this series. When willl the new
season start?

Janice T.

Please bring the Bomb Girls back,
whereas I'll give you no flack! They were
the best-Give us the rest! This show gave
us a piece of history, something I could
feel what could of happened during my
parents days. We loved everyone in the
show, we could not wait for Wednesday to
come around. Please bring them back!!!

Bj O.

Please tell me they are coming back for
season 3. I hear the show was canceled
and I just couldn't believe it, especially
not after winning so many awards!!

Lynn D.

so by the time they come out with the
movie won't it be to long for anyone who
watched to remember the story lines??

Jennifer D.

When will season 3 start?

Jennifer D.

NO!!! I loved that show!
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Meghan C.

Does anyone know when the t.v movie is
to air?

Susie S.

Got to put back on air from US love he
show

Kate O.

Will we get season two in the UK anytime
soon do you know?

Lydia M.

Why has the show been cancelled?! :'-( I
loved the programme!

Laine C.

I really like this show - and there aren't
many I do like.

Wendy P.

When are you coming back to T.V.?
Daughters and I can't wait !

Wendy P.

WHAT? Oh that is terrible and sad news.
WHY, it appeared to have a huge
following?

Alisa F.

I am so disappointed that this show is
cancelled. It was so good. Why would they
stop?

Marilu D.

Global is a bunch of idiots for cancelling
this show. I hardly watch anything on
Global but this was one I never missed,

Kate O.

Great, a decent drama with a female cast
and it's been cancelled???
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Ellen M.

I am loving this show! Will there be
more???

Linda M.

Just watching the episode "Where There's
Smoke". Why is the CWAC's hair on her
collar. Any ex-servicewoman knows the
hair had to be 1" off the collar.

Mark H.

Please bring Bomb Girls back for a 3rd
season. Please. There is no other program
of this quality on TV...not on PBS,
anyway. Hey, there's a thought, pitch the
show to PBS. Bomb Girls is a masterpiece.

Cheryl G.

I was just looking to see when the next
season of Bomb Girls starts and was
stunned to see they've cancelled the show.
Global you are a bunch of goofs!!! They
keep crap on like the Morning Show with
that horrible host but, they take Bomb
Girls off. Who makes these decisions??? I
read there are petitions online so I'm
going to look for those and sign up.

Brighid W.

I've watched one half of an episode, and
already I'm outraged this show was
cancelled.

Joanna W.

no, no, nooooooooo! Bomb Girls can't be
cancelled! This is one of my FAVORITE
shows, and i'm very sad to hear the news!
If this show were released on Netflix, ala'
Arrested Development, I'm sure it'd be a
hit. The attention to detail and writing
were fantastic. BRING BACK BOMB
GIRLS!!!!!!!!!
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LeAnna J.

I'm missing the beautiful woman of Bomb
Girls i love this show!!!!!!

Sandy S.

It's a shame that they decided to cancel
the show after the 2nd season. : (

Louis-Guy S.

Bomb Girls une bonne p'tite série
d'époque...Votre 2e saison arrive quand?

Judy L.

You can watch second season of Bomb
Girls on " Show Case "

Dianne M.

I love this show. I have watching the
Reruns and hoping there will be new
shows, PLEASE.

Lisa G.

Does anyone have a suggestion? I missed
ep 3 of the second season. I'm in the U.S.
Where can I see it?

Nancy Z.

when is that going to be on agan? I really
like it.

Eileen M.

Is there a place on line to watch season 2
for free?
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Erin J.

Just heard that this amazing show has
been cancelled. I cannot begin to explain
how much I loved this show. I was born
and raised in Toronto. My mother went to
nurse's training there during WW2. I
loved her stories about it and Bomb Girls
helped me relive the memories she had she would have been the same age as the
girls. I often thought that there were parts
of each character in my mom - made me
miss her a little less. Now I will miss my
mom and all the girls!!

Vicky L.

love this show!

Rachelle N.

Love this show! How can I watch season 2
in the US?

Bev R.

Hi . Is there gonna be a season 3 ? What a
fantastic show !

Bev R.

oh that is too bad ! i thought it was one of
the best canadian shows that i have seen
in a long time

Debi D.

Biggest Congratulations to Aiden Leroux
for his DGC nomination for best
Production Design for Bomb Girls episode
103!!!! Yay Aiden
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Wendy W.

This was shot in Toronto, Ontario
Canada. The places they talk about and
things that happened at that time are
true. My mother actually worked in a
munitions factory during this time in
Toronto. When she talks about Rosedale
that is an actual very elite neighbourhood.
I don't understand why they took it off the
air.

Emma S.

What an amazing show - incredible
stories, characters and history that makes
me proud to be a Canadian woman

Beth W.

Late I know but I just finished with the
second season. I absolutely loved this
show from the very beginning. Sad to
know there will not be a season 3.

Beth W.

Deff will do!!

Kirstin G.

There is supposed to be a two hr. (Movie)
length finale in winter 2014 to wrap the
series up.

Eileen M.

I am legally watching it on the internet.

Candi R.

Best show I've ever seen.

Preet K.

Can't believe they've cancelled the show
for another season
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Nancy L.

My father was a WWII bombardier on a B
17 in the 8th Air Force. He was very young
but one of the oldest at age 26 so they
called him 'Grandpa'.

Jessica K.

Anyone know how to watch season 2
episodes in the states?

Andrea H.

Does anyone know where I can see the
first episodes of the second season? I
didn't realize it was back un the air until
around episode 5 or 6

Kathy U.

Did anyone catch the name of the
champagne that Clifford gives Gladys
when he comes to her hotel room? I know
it was a 1932 vintage and sounded
something like Lenard Joulet.

Ava S.

great writing , great concept one of the
better shows on the Tele and yet all those
other shows that mean nothing and are
written so poorly are on air I will never
understand the minds behind those
decisions...

Devyn C.

Bring back Bomb Girls!!!!!

Carole R.

Please don't cancel. We want more!!!!!!!
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Kathy O.

My grandmother was a "bomb girl" in
Kansas City ,KS. She was a widow and
single mother, from a small town. She
never talked much about it, but it has
always fascinated me.

Ron T.

Wow I can't believe the network execs
cancelled this show. You guys up there
getting American television disease? Oh
we are producing something good, quick
cancel it so we can get back to showing
junk that nobody cares about.

Veronica B.

Looking forward to season 2

Tina J.

Just saw the episode with Rosie
ODonnell. and I spotted a "blooper".
When she was sitting at Lorna's kitchen
table, the jar of ketchup kept
"disappearing". First it was on the table,
then it was gone, then it was back and so
on. Happened several times. Think the
"props" person needs to be more careful.
BUT I STILL LOVE THE SHOW. Just fun
to catch things like this.

Blaine M.

Miss this show already.....

Joyce J.

Me too...

Vivian R.

with the awards won how could they
cancel this show.
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Nays P.

someone wasn't thinking they are idiots,
This was a great show...

Thomas W.

First heard about this show today, I don't
have Reelz channel but I will look to track
down past episodes and watch online in
some way.

Vickey S.

Love not Like Bomb Girls!!!!

Mishaela P.

Does anyone know how or where I can
watch season 2??

Tracy B.

I love those shows! Watched it for the first
time last night on Netflix, sat and watched
6 in a row...lol

Danielle F.

Please come on over and Save bomb
Girls!!!!

June A.

Congrats Meg Tilly and Ali Liebert for the
Leo's. You were both amazing and I hope
you will be seen again in new roles. All the
ladies did an amazing job in this series. I
wish the show would go on - it was so
wonderfully different with incredible
attention to detail. It was good to hear
from someone in the States.

Mary A.

I live in the states and LOVE (or rather
loved) Bomb Girls. So surprised to find
out it is a Canadian broadcast. I am
disappointed it was canceled.
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Gretchen G.

I am hooked on it too and want to watch
reruns. Can't get Global tv in my part of
the US (Virginia) !! How can we get them
to continue this show??

Dawn N.

Any update on the effort to save the
show?

Sugano S.

This show is really interesting. I never
knew that Petawawa was an internment
camp during WWII interring 28 different
nationalities. The Hair, Make up &
Costumes are outstanding but I found a
few flaws with some of the diction that I
don't find actual for that time period. for
example, "You got that right." and 'Blush'
(ladies rouged their cheeks in that time
period)

Sakura M.

One of my fave shows

Darrin D.

No more Bomb Girls and no more
Antonio Cupo to share my Wednesday
nights with. I may as well just work a
double on Wednesdays.

Lauri P.

Bomb Girls was canaclled since when? It
said season finally on The Reelz channel.
That would be bad if it was. We all love
that show

Lauri P.

UGh we loved that show. Its sad to see it
go
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Sue M.

D-Day...yet another event I wish we'd
been able to see through the eyes of Bomb
Girls.

Skylar P.

Global TV is ridiculous for cancelling this
show.

Katherine W.

Will we be seeing a Season 2 DVD? I
really hope so. I treasure this show.

Barbara S.

This is so very sad. BOMB GIRLS
CANCELLED! I am so sick and tired of
'reality shows', idol, survivor, big brother,
desperate women, blood, guts, & killing! I
am so proud of how the women stepped
in to support the war effort while our men
were fighting for FREEDOM!! This IS a
reality show.

Mega L.

I started re-watching Bomb Girls (I had
originally only gotten 4 episodes). Just
excellent, such a great show!

Dianne H.

has there been any news on saving this
show

Judy L.

If we all go to Save Bomb Girls facebook
there are email addresses to all of the top
people we can email and ask them to
bring back Bomb girls the TV show, I
don't want the movie I want season 3,4,5.
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Michael S.

Could have been a good series if it wasn't
for the low budget and many mistakes.
Shells and bombs that look more like toys
and the use of modern day "Poppies" so
very different to the actual war time ones.
We still watch it but shame about the
authenticity!

Sonja L.

This is a fantastic show, I wish y'all would
have done a 3rd season. Social media
could help propel this show to the world.

Kalene I.

This show is a gem! I just happened upon
it and found myself looking forward to it
each week. It was wonderful to watch the
characters and story develop.
Unfortunately it was broadcast on a little
known cable station - none of my friends
had heard of it. Please let there be another
season! I'm looking forward to updates
here!

Mega L.

cancelled? gahhhhhhh!

Nancy E.

I love Bomb Girls. I can't believe they may
not go on to a 3rd season.

Isis M.

I LOVE THE SHOW...!

Betty K.

This is one of the best series I've seen stories, acting, music - it has it all. I can't
believe they cancelled it after just two
seasons.
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Suzanne S.

Hi there, just wrote a blog about how sad
I am the show is cancelled and how to
recreate some of the fantastic looks seen
on Bomb Girls

Rocio C.

Was thinking: Surely the fans of
"Downton Abbey" and "Mad Men" would
appreciate this series. They just need to
know about it first. Once you've reached
them, they'll want a 3rd season as well.

Jo-Anne H.

I am so very happy that someone had the
smarts to revive this great show and oh
happy day, its now a movie! I was so
disappointed that it was cancelled. Silly
Global.

Sherry W.

we want more! we want more! we want
more!

Jenny G.

So excited about the movie!

Ann B.

I hope I will be able to see the movie in
the U.S.A. Will they rerun the show again.

Dee A.

will they be on tv again??

Michael S.

Many Canadian men and women were
involved in Radar during WW2 see
www.raf-marks-castle-and-rafsennen.co.uk
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Brian M.

Really hope there is a soundtrack that I
can purchase for all the music in this
series. Like all great Canadian shows, this
one was ended too prematurely

Danielle M.

I thought there was not going to be
anymore ? Did they change there minds ?

Lauren D.

Will it be re-aired on television?

Andrea M.

So happy to read that season 2 is now on
NETFLIX! We love this show! Thanks so
much! You made my day! Much love from
California to Canada!

Olivia H.

Any news on how the petition is going?

Angela S.

Netflix please buy Bomb Girls and make a
3rd season. Such a shame when a well
written, strong female lead show is
cancelled.

John G.

DVD set for Season 1 is out in Canada;
apparently Season 2 DVD set comes out
in November (just in time for Christmas gee, I wonder if they planned it that way
on purpose?). A special made-for-TV
movie is supposed to be out sometime
this fall to wrap up all the loose ends in
the series.

Cathy R.

sure wish you'd bring the show
back!!!!!!!!!!! I really miss the girls!
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Peggie T.

Why didn't you just continue the
series???????

Katie C.

Not fair that you cancelled this great
series. Hard to find an actually decent
series now-a-days.

Caryn S.

Bring it back! I want season 3!!!!

Bonnie R.

Season 2 is NOT available for streaming.

Erin A.

I wish they would have concluded the
series, I really would have liked to have
seen a happy ending for Marion.

April P.

I would love it if Season 3 were to air. It
was a great show. The only one I really
watched. I want to know the ending.
Maybe they can write a book about it.
That would be amazing!!!!

Jason T.

This was a show that Global TV could
have and should have been proud of. I
guess they are more proud of the money
they make my importing foreign-made
"reality" television. Such a shame. Such a
waste.

Mayra S.

I just started watching season 2 on Netflix
it is awesome!

Cymbria A.

Christmas list!
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Sandy W.

love this show! hope it comes back.

Gail T.

I don't want DVD's. I want new episodes
of the best drama series to come out of
Canada in years

Carrie S.

Please tell me this wonderful show is
coming back!!

Diana D.

If it doesn't come back,I am one of many
very unhappy fan from Texas USA! Please
keep this award winning amazing series
going...

Alyssa H.

Sad that there isn't going to be a season 3.
Everyone, go to savebombgirls.com. Help
get the choice of cancellation reversed so
we can get more episodes.

Cathy N.

Guilty of binge watching. Caught both via
Global TV in Quebec. Unfortunately, no
series 3 in the works.

Cindy H.

one of the best shows EVER on Canadian
tv .... so sad it won't be coming back!!!!

Alison L.

gutted itv3 in uk has not shown series 2
yet

Lisa H.

If the movie to wrap the story lines up is
going to be airing in the fall, why hasn't
production started yet?
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Mae G.

Can,t wait for the show to start T V stinks
right now

Angie O.

Awesome I can watch season 2!!!!

Pauline M.

Cant wait for the show to begin. Cable
sucks right now

Angie B.

I heard it's been cancelled?! I want to cry

Monique D.

So not fair! A great show, one of the best
ever and it's cancelled! I watch very little
TV but I would not have missed Bomb
Girls. Shame on you Global!

Misty Dawn R.

Great another good show being replaced
with mind numbing garbage

Patti C.

I am totally disappointed.....

Jill M.

The only thing I want to hear about BG is
that they have listened to their fans
petetion to bring the show back !!

Natalie G.

Yay I've been waiting!

Telly A.

Are you able to confirm whether or not
ITV3 in the UK have the rights to season
2?
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Patricia M.

Great show..enjoyed past seasons with my
teenage granddaughters..cant wait for
next season

Peggy M.

bring bomb girls back

Christine G.

My friends in the UK watch this one!

Sheila F.

i am from the states ...just watched the
entire season 1 & 2 in a week!!

Sheila F.

if the show was aired on a better station it
wpuld ha e stayed a hit

Eva-Michaele B. I discovered this show on NETFLIX and
was so excited when we got season 2.
Here in the USA with all our cable
stations we still have mostly crap and
reality shows. Here was a wonderful story
with great character development and all
to soon now it is gone.

Tami W.

i want bomb girls back on

Susan P.

Wait...has it been canceled? I just saw
here that season 2 is on Netflix now. Is
there no season 3? I just discovered this
show too and really like it!
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Janelle W.

Just watched the last of season 2 on
netflix. I saw that season 3 was cancelled,
but there is talk of a movie to bring an end
to the series. I want to see more. Save
Bomb Girls.

Timmy H.

Best show I've seen in s long time

Timmy H.

Bring back bomb Bomb Girls

Janice M.

Love the series...bring 'em back!

Nicole M.

When is Season 3????

Ciera H.

it should have been put on a better
channel and it would have faired better . I
dont know anyone who has ever heard of
it unless they saw it in passing on netflix.
maybe netflix should pick this show up as
they did with arrested development.

Heather M.

Love the show! I'm hooked

Lilia R.

Hopefully Netflix will pick it up! I am so
sad its been cancelled!

Tina K.

Sad it's not continuing....it's a great show.
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Christy S.

I just started watching this show on
Netflix and I love it! It has great acting
and plot lines. I hate that it isn't going to
have a 3rd season. I wished Netflix would
pick it up and do another season like they
have done with other shows lately.

Bill H.

I love the show! although its made for TV,
it really gives u an insight into the life
people lived here in Ajax before my time!
I grew up here in town and still live in
town and remember well all the old bomb
whare houses and all the old railway lines
all over the place that have all but
disappeard!

Heather A.

me to i loved it just finished it today really
wish there was more

David H.

Hope there is a third season

Mike A.

I hope this series isn't cancelled, it's part
of our history !!!

Sheila F.

woooowho. the best show EVER!! please
make movies with sequels. please!

Kim B.

Please do something to finish the story
lines. This is the 2d Canadian show on
Netflix that I have loved and has been
cancelled after 2 seasons. The costumes
are amazing and the characters are
endearing.
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Deborah S.

I want it back in the US!!

Valerie C.

JUST WATCHED THE WHOLE TWO
SEASONS! SO AMAZING!!! Can't wait for
the movie but wish there was a 3rd
season!!!

Ruby B.

just finished season 2. I really love this
show. Sad to see it go..

Andrea M.

I never noticed whether the shells/bombs
were low budget or fake looking. The
storyline was what captured my attention
in the first place. To be able to tell a story
about the women who did their part back
in WWII was amazing. I considered it a
great series.

Emily T.

I enjoyed this show, and I'm sad there
won't be a 3rd season

Michael S.

bought season 2 of Bomb Girls, on disk 2
Episode 5 it will only play in French even
when setting it to the English audio
setting, anyone else have this problem ?

Gretchen T.

When will this show ever be released on
American DVD, iTunes, hulu, or Netflix.
It is easier to get British TV than to get
this series for some reason and Canada is
only a few hundred miles away.
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Jenn F.

finished both seasons and very sad there
isnt a 3rd.. patiently waiting for the movie
in its place... wish they just continue the
season though

Katherine C.

My Mum who is 89 loves this series and
we have enjoyed watching episodes
together as her life draws to a close. Can I
buy the theme music ? Does anyone know
what it is ? Many thanks in advance

Aly R.

Is Season 2 coming to the US? I miss this
show terribly!

Peter C.

Caught some of this series on Reelz TV a
few months back and was quite impressed
with how historical accurate they seem to
be in each scene. Movie quality in a TV
series...

Lyn S.

Bomb Girls; you were one of the best on
T.V. and never should have been
cancelled by Global. It was the only time I
ever watched this station. Now all we get
is Vampires and crap!

Dawn V.

Excellent show.

Angel B.

I Love This Show I love learning about
Women that were strong then and now!
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Taija N.

Omg I just watched both seasons of this
show on Netflix. I am from the U.S. and
had no idea it was a Canadian show. The
characters and story line is amazing! You
can only imagine my dismay when I found
out it was cancelled already. What a
tease:(

Misty R.

I'm sick of it I'm ready to get rid of my TV
so many of the shows I like got cancelled!!

Misty R.

Why do good shows get cancelled? no
smart person give a crap about stupid
reality shows but they get to stay. stupid
people

Bj-Tori C.

Omg OMG omg! YESss!

Andrea M.

It's great the movie is being filmed and it
is the least you can do after cancelling this
brilliant TV series, but nothing will
replace the full series. Some head honcho
from your company decided to cancel
such an extraordinary, brilliant series to
make room for reality and dumb-down
TV. Give us back Bomb Girls, the SERIES!

Joan S.

Interested!!!??? Yeah we're interested!!!

Vivian R.

why was IT cancelled??

Kevin N.

Bring it on! PLEASE!
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Marie K.

Woa wait it was cancelled

Lizzy S.

Can't wait... LOVE THIS SHOW !!!

Tanza P.

Just discovered this on Netflix and am so
disappointed that it wasn't renewed.
Please tell me the movie will be on Netflix
too!

Niki N.

Pumped... Go girls can't wait to see the
premiere

Patricia O.

Does the Snoopy happy dance!

Kim L.

i hope the ratings for this movie convince
the suits to renew production on this
incredible series

Krista P.

YAHOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO
OOOOO!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! Please bring back
Tamoh Penikett as Gladys' "spy boss" and
new love interest!!!!!!!! They made such a
great pair!!! I am so afraid this movie is
not going to get into the depth that
everyone wants. We want new seasons,
not just a two hour movie!!!!
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Sarah M.

WOOOOHOOO yes!!! I really wish they
put the series down here in the US, I
know it would take off and maybe get
picked up for more seasons. My
grandmother was a proud wwII yard
worker/delivery girl. This series gives
honor to every woman who all stepped up
to get the work done.

Nan D.

I am glad for the movie but I still wish I
could have a piece of it every week in the
form of a series. It should NEVER have
been cancelled.

Chris M.

YES!!! Great show that I really miss.
Would love the series to continue. But I'm
sure the movie will be great! I look
forward to it!

Lyn S.

Global doesn't deserve to air this after
cancelling the show!

Carolynne P.

SO upset that the series was cancelled ! It
was terrific!

Valerie K.

only make the movie if you bring back the
series!! You get something you love and
then you go and cancel it..makes no sense
whatsoever ...sheesh!

Barb C.

My favourite show can't wait

Susie S.

Yay hope it shows in USA
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Jason T.

Better than nothing (e.g., THE
BORGIAS), but still not as good as a full
season would have been.

Margie G.

Wish the show was still on but this is
better than nothing!

Jamie B.

!!!!!!!!! McBond

Ruth S.

Norisah Kadir-Jensen , did u see this ?
Whoo hoo

Elizabeth S.

Can't wait to see the movie, but it will
surely be bittersweet. This and Call the
Midwife were the two best series on the
air in 2012 and 2013.

Chastity O.

bring the show back

Jenny P.

Cool, but it just reminds me how much I
miss the series

Dani B.

OH YAAAAAAAAY!!! I think you should
be shopping other networks to bring the
tv series back! It was SOOOOOOOO
good!!!

VJ Ed B.

Love the show, I hate they cancelled the
show.

Cathy N.

Shame the show has been cancelled. Am
for sure looking forward to the movie.
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Al S.

Movie will not replace the series. Easy out
guys. Bring back the real thing!

Michele M.

So disappointing. The Agnes-as-secretagent plot was the least interesting of the
series. We need more Betty McRae!

Blair F.

as sad as I am that there won't be a third
season thank you for not leaving us
hanging! Love bomb girls!!!!

La E.

YES! I need closure, I was heartbroken!

Jessica L.

So excited!! Please let it happen!!

Barbara F.

Loved this show.

Veronica J.

Ali Liebert and Meg Tilly are the definite
standouts in my opinion.

Andrea N.

Wish I could visit the set during
production.

Barb F.

Oh, I miss that show.

Michele M.

We want lots of Betty McRae in the
remainder of the story!

Alexandra K.

I'd prefer a series...
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Debbie R.

im still sad

Susan S.

Wait, were they picked up for season 3?! I
heard they weren't? I'd be thrilled to find
out they were still taping for a third
season! Anyone know?

Holly R.

Keep it coming!

Karen O.

The article I read said a large fan base,
then why did they cancel it?

Elisa G.

Make it a SERIES! The movie is NOT
enough! We want Bomb Girls!

Eileen P.

This is one series that should'nt have been
cancelled will be looking forward to the
movie

Karen S.

I am SOOOOOOO sad it was cancelled!!!
Finally a show I Liked!

Andrea M.

You've got many fans who want Bomb
Girls back as the FULL series. Don't
disappoint us! Bring Bomb Girls back for
more seasons!

Diana M.

The show was awesome and it would be
really great if it was brought back.
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Danielle P.

Every aspect of Bomb Girls is worth
saving. The story line, acting, and
production quality are absolutely stellar. I
was heartbroken to hear of its
cancellation, it was by far my favourite
television program. I sincerely hope that
the show is brought back once again.

Sheri D.

I live in McLean, Virginia and LOVE the
BOMB Girls Series! I sure hope it will
have new shows and stay on the air. The
acting is superior and story line is very
interesting! I wish I would have saw this
sooner! I know so many people in the
USAwould have responded if it was
shown on the next work! This history
touches all of us and I believe it is
valuable to go on!

Steve & Rosalyn N.

Bomb Girls - utterly brilliant. It's great to
see a series that combines accurate
historical representation with authentic
plotlines, great characterisation, writing
and good honest entertainment. We saw
the first season over here in the UK
around last Christmas and are looking
forward to the longer Season 2 soon (way
overdue, I might add). It's a disgrace that
a terrific series like this gets shelved
without going to further seasons. It's
always the good TV shows that seem to
get cancelled early. All the dross especially reality TV - just goes on and on
and on for what seems like forever. I hope
the 2 hour finale comes through. Actually
I hope some TV executive somewhere has
the courage to revive the series as it is. Oh
yes, I forgot to say we love the music
featured in the show too. I'll need to check
all those out and do some serious CD
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buying.

Denise A.

One of my favorite shows. Please consider
bringing it back. Sometimes a TV show
needs more time to find its audience. I am
in the US.

Louise R.

I stumbled across this show on Netflix
(luckily I can also catch this on Reelz) and
since I've enjoyed this era of movies,
music, clothes and other things, I watched
the first six episodes and was thrilled to
find out they expanded it and did a
second season. Just after finishing
episode 11 of season 2, I went online to
look for something pertaining to the
show, I think to verify how many episodes
were in the season, when I discovered it
had been cancelled and a 2-hour movie is
planned to wrap up some of the story
lines. I was shocked, dismayed, and angry
that this happened. This show is one of
the best shows to come along in a long
time. What caused the cancellation? Were
the ratings low? It would be wonderful if
someone else would pick it up, like Netflix
who is now doing a lot of original
programming which has turned out to be
pretty good, inlcuding the recent season
they did of Arrested Development.

Cindy

plzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz save this
show i really love it why do networkstake
off such awesome shows

M. B.

It was my favorite show on tv. Being it
back.
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Jacquie

Until this past weekend, I had never
heard of Bomb Girls series. I started
watching on Netflix on Saturday and
became so entralled with the quality and
level of story twists, before I knew it I had
watched all episodes of the two seasons. I
live in Fairfield, California USA and am
very impressed with all aspects of the
show. I was disappointed to learn the
show was cancelled but definitely look
forward to seeing the two hour movie in
the future.

June

I was wondering if you'd considered
partnering with Miss Representation or
the Geena Davis Institute. I think "Bomb
Girls," is a show that both organizations
could really get behind and they have a
large following. More people in the U.S.
need to know about this great show! It is
such a unique and wonderful thing to
have so many principle, dynamic female
characters whose lives revolve around
more than just getting man! Even the era
that it was set in was such a pivotal time
for not only the world as a whole, but
women as an entire gender.

Monica

We are so disappointed that Bomb Girls
was cancelled. Just started watching it on
Netflix and was wondering when Season 3
would start. The good shows are always
cancelled.
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Roger L. and
Graham C.

My partner and I watched Bomb Girls
religiously. It had great story lines, a great
cast and great Canadian history content.
It is one of the only Canadian series I
watch apart from the French CBC shows
that I watch being that I am French
Canadian. We hope that Global will come
to their senses and reinstate this series in
January. I am pleased to see that a lot of
other Canadians see the value of
Canadian series of this calibre and have
organized this campaign to revive this
series. A two hour movie in my opinion
will not cut it. Hope comments such as
mine will help convince the executives to
see how the fans were attached to the
series and that it merits to be reinstated
in Global's winter programming and if not
Global, maybe a another network will
seize the opportunity and save this great
series.

Linda R.

One of the best shows I've seen! Terrific
acting and story lines, compelling
characters, outstanding production values
all round. Please don't cheat fans of the
ability to follow these much loved
characters to the end of their stories.
Thank you.

Cleavon B.

bring back bomb girls for a 3rd season.
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Helen M.

I love bomb girls, I have visited Bletchley
park several times where it was mostly
young women who cracked codes, no one
thought about all the hard work they did
during the war, I've met a woman who
flew planes from bases to bases, Bomb
girls is a great reminder of what was
sacrificed by many people during the war,
we remember the troops who died on
November 11th but not the women who
gave their lives producing bombs they
used.

Anonymous

From the time I saw the first episode of
"Bomb Girls", I made sure I never missed
an episode. I will say I didn't watch the
episode with O'Donnell. Other than that
episode I have been an avid Fan of the
show. I refuse to watch any of American
TV shows. "Bomb Girls" was something
new and fresh as opposed to the other
trite ridiculous shows produced by any
American Broadcasting Stations. I just
can't believe the show was cancelled.
Please bring it back.

Christoph

Love the show. It artfully combines my
favorite genres with great heroines,
history and war. Discovered it on Netflix
(USA) and am dreading the end of season
2.
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Judy L.

I was so disappointed when I heard Bomb
Girls was cancelled, for 2 years I looked
forward to the ups and downs of the
women on this show. This is a great show
only to be dumb down to a 2 hour movie.
I would love it, if it got renewed with
season 3, 4, 5. The fact that they are
making a movie only proves that Bomb
Girls was and still is a very popular show,
I think it got cancelled cause Global
network wanted to make room for a
stupid American reality show. What
really makes me mad is that we " the fans
of Bomb Girls " was IGNORED by all of
the executives of Shaw Media, Global
Networks and Bell Media. Letters and
Emails and Bandana's were sent to all of
the executives asking to undo the
cancelling of Bomb Girls, and nothing
happened. TV networks Executives do not
care about the public they do what ever
they want and the HELL everyone.

Laura S.

Bomb Girls is a fascinating look at women
during a very unique time in history. As
an aspiring screenwriter, who also
happens to be female, I am often annoyed
at how hard one must search to find
movies and television shows that feature
women in interesting and important
roles. Bomb Girls offers a wonderful story
from a time period and point of view that
is too rarely seen. There is truly nothing
else like it and the story deserves more
time to be told.
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Tonje N.M.

I’m from Norway and discovered the
show ”Bomb Girls” only a few months
ago, and I fell in love. I’m about to watch
season one and two for the third time.
What I think is so wonderful about this
show is the setting, the themes, the
characters, the clothes, the production
design, the mise-en-scène in itself. This
recreation of the 40s is so well done!
Everything works amazingly together. We
need TV-shows like this. It’s different;
“Bomb Girls” stands out of the crowd. It’s
good to see a female driven show that is
based on history. The 40s is such a
fascinating and beautiful time. This is
where the women took a pretty big step
towards the start, of what we now call
gender equality, showing that they could
do a man’s job. As mentioned by others,
we are tired of all the cop-shows. There
are too many alternatives in shows that
are too alike. So why cancel “Bomb Girls”?
Yes, there will be a movie, but I won’t stop
fighting for a third season. A two-hour
movie is not a long time, and I won’t say
goodbye to the characters. The characters
are so lovable, complex, and we can relate
to them, even if it’s the 40s. I say we
should make more room for Canadian
shows.
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Emily R.

A few years ago I grew tired with what I
saw in television. I was bored (and am
bored) with the vast majority of it. I have
no patience for reality tv and no fondness
for cop shows and hospital-based soaps.
There is no shortage of US exports (timed
with their shows) on Canadian Televison.
What there is is a shortage of shows like
Bomb Girls. Canadian period drama that
has been highly successful - and has many
fans all over the world. What I do love is
Bomb Girls. From the very first time I saw
the show - I was hooked. It tells our
stories; the stories of Canadian women
during World War II. In history class in
high school I think our textbook had one
sentence on women working because the
men (the vast majority of them) were
overseas. A footnote in a small box
besides a picture of a poster of Rosie the
Riveter. That was it. Bomb Girls has
opened my eyes to the world of women in
1940s Canada. I began watching for
Betty and Kate's storyline - that is how the
show was advertised to me by my sister
(who figured her lesbian sister would get
a huge kick out of it). The entire show has
caught my heart. All the characters are
complex and flawed; extremely human.
Extremely relatable. Admittedly, I've
always loved period shows. I have a
weakness for them. And Bomb Girls is by
far my favourite. This show deserves a
second chance, they have many more
stories to tell and it would be a crime
against Canadian television to not allow
them to continue.
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Morgan T.

I and my family are very disappointed to
learn that Bomb Girls will no longer be
airing. Bomb Girls serves as an
educational and entertaining program
that teach vital history to young women
about what we can do! Speaking as a
woman Bomb Girls is absolutely inspiring
and it would be a shame to let it go.

Veronique S.

Why do I want to save Bomb Girls... I only
recently saw Bomb Girls for the first time
(September 2013). And I loved it right away!
I watched both seasons within a few days, I
became obsessed with the show. So when I
read that the show got cancelled earlier this
year I was so disappointed. You see... Bomb
Girls reminded of my grandfather.. or the
stories he used to tell us. I've always been
interested in history, but the things you learn
in school, they're nothing compared to the
stories from someone who actually lived
during the war. Even though my grandfather
was still very young during the war, he was
born in 1934, he told us so many stories
about growing up during such a difficult
time. He passed away in January 2012 and I
still miss him so much! We were really close.
And I miss all of his stories. But when I saw
Bomb Girls, it was like I was listening to one
of his stories. I can't get my grandfather back,
but I can try to bring back Bomb Girls! So
please, please, please... Bomb Girls can't end
like this. There's still so much more that has
to be told!! I even made 3 websites about 3 of
the cast members! That's how much I love
the show and everyone in it!! Check out the
links to my website below: http://aliliebert.com/ http://charlottehegele.com/
http://jodi-balfour.com/ Bring Bomb Girls
back!!
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Susan G.

There are so many war movies out there
about the men and what they did,
especially American, and I stand for them
and would stand for them forever for
what they gave up for us. And when the
show Bomb Girls came on, it was a tribute
to what our women did during the war
effort also besides lay on our backs and
wait for the men... I just came from a real
bomb girl's speech, she is Canadian, was
there building the bombs in Ajax.. Louis
Johnson, and I found what she had to say
very interesting, and such a tribute to our
Canadian Women. There is not much out
there applauding our country like the
Americans, and this was a bit of history
that told that we were there, we
contributed to the winning of the war
also, along side helping the Americans. It
was part of our history, our romances
during the war, and it hits home with not
everything went on in America, England,
Germany, France, etc. etc. etc. Something
went on in Ajax, Ontario, Canada that
contributed to winning the war that I did
not realize until Bomb Girls. I was finally
made aware through the media about
some of the Canadians past efforts during
war times. We were there along side all of
them... To take off Bomb Girls and the
tribute to our romances and war effort is a
sin.. It was a wonderful show.. maybe you
should change your critics and whom ever
is in charge of saying we have to watch
another lawyer show, or stupidity shows
you call comedies... I love our past, love
hearing about our past, and what gave
Canada the back bone it has. When I told
my grandson about taking off Bomb Girls,
he also never knew that bombs were made
here that helped win the second world
war... What a mistake to take Bomb Girls
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off! All of the women at the speech all
watched it and loved it also... as I will bet
a poll would show what a mistake you
have made. Bring it back, show our
history on television every week, just like
Mash, American!

Christina W.

I <3 this show!

Cami U.

I didn't know the show was cancelled.
Glad to hear about the movie, the series
should continue at least through the end
of the war!

Shannon H.

I still can't believe they cancelled such a
good show!

Denise E.

WE WANT A NEW SEASON not just a
wrap up Thank EACH CAST & CREW you
are doing GREAT WORK

Andrea M.

Bring on the FULL SERIES! You had a
GEM and you cancelled it! I LOVE this
show. I'm happy about the movie, BUT we
want the FULL SERIES!

Crystal M.

Love love love!!!!!!!!

Louise B.

I loved the series!

Peggie T.

One of the best reasons for my daughter
and I to watch and share a TV show. Miss
it.
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Frédéric L.

Another serie pleasssssseee

Aimee W.

OMG!!!! It's really going to happen! Look,
I have had 2 of my favorite shows end this
year...I can't take anymore abandonment!
LOL

Tara C.

Please bring back the series. No more
reality garbage.

Catherine H.

Love the show!!!!!

Evy T.

Please bring back the series.

Katie M.

Is this real?! I love the series so much!

Krista P.

I would give up all the other shows I
watch if Bomb Girls came back!!!!!! This
show was the best Canadian show out
there and I would love for it to have a
movie to tie up all the loose ends, if
possible!!

Jul G.

oh emm gee if this is real i LOVE it***

Patti C.

Really enjoyed the series ...was very
disappointed it ended.

Bridgette D.

Bring the show back!!!!!
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Tracey C.

Yes.... Bring the show back please ...

Sophie S.

OMG GENIUS!

Spring R.

It ended so abruptly. Please bring the
show back. The story, the cast and the
setting is AMAZING. I love this show!!!!

Melanie H.

So excited for the movie, but am sad that
series didn't have a longer run....

Christina M.

Meh, I preferred the series... But I guess
beggars can't be choosers, and a movie
will have to suffice!!! I'm glad the cast is
the same!!!

Alexandra K.

BOOOOO GLOBAL TV. You wrecked
something wonderful by doing this.

Dolores G.

I love this show/program/series!

Mary K.

Bring the show back!!!

Agne S.

Bring the series back!!!!!!! It was original.

Charis D.

Yes!!! I miss the show.

Tammy M.

Miss this show, so sad this series ended,
bring it back!
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Stephanie C.

They took away a good thing.... Keep it
going listen to the fans!!!

Brandy H.

Omg can't wait. Love this show

Ken W.

Bittersweet as I loved this program, and I
would Like the series continue. As well as
entertaining it was thought provoking and
showed how women's rights have evolved.
Remember the scene where Betty went to
the bank to try and mortgage a home on
her own? She was told to find a husband
cause women could not do something
Like that. Global take your head out of
your ass and bring back this incredible
series. Ditch that sci-if and reality crap

Judy L.

Who cares I don't want a stupid movie, I
wanted the show back, season 3,4,5.

Amanda A.

I know some people aren't happy about
the fact that the series got cancelled, but
I'm just glad that we'll be seeing these
beloved characters again.

Sharon L.

Really miss this great program and very
talented cast....wish it was back on the air
instead of the garbage that's on there

Lori S.

Love the movie idea but pleasr keep the
series going!!!!!

Amanda B.

Really?! Now if only I could watch season
2 in America life would be so swell!
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Amanda B.

O.O they finally put up season two on
Netflix! Homework be damned I know
what I'm doing when I get home!

George L.

They can still keep the series going.

Natashia H.

That's awesome news but I love the tv
series.

Rocio C.

Hope it's a 3 hour film. But if the series
continued that'd be even better: the lives
of these women, the minorites, and
soldiers post-war...maybe even spanning
over an entire decade, into the 50's,
similar to what they did with "Mad Men"
(50's-60's).

Chris L.

just had a survey asking people to post the
shows that we would Like to have back.
Bomb Girls was one of my responses!

Martin .

So, will it be on one of the 3 major
networks or on cable? Reelz?

April L.

Yay!!! So excited to see how it ends.

Dawn G.

A movie would be cool!!!!

Lexi H.

Amanda Barrus season 2 is on Netflix. I
just watched both seasons, can hardly
wait for the movie! Wish the series wadn't
canceled...
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Theresa T.

YAY I'm so excited this is the best news I
have received all day

Catalina C.

Does this have Pink's name on this
script???

Chris L.

Take Bomb Girl - The Series onto a crowd
funding website & get it funded!!!

Shawn R.

Please come back--We need another
season

Elisa G.

Do the right thing and bring back Bomb
Girls, the TV series back in the air! A
movie will not suffice!

Sharon W.

Why??? Why was it cancelled???
Why?????

Patricia M.

Great cant wait..

Mary H.

Loved this show!

Jessica T.

boo I want the show, not a movie!

Lora G.

I just erased the last 3 episodes off my
PVR. I didn't bother watching them
because I was so disappointed about the
show being cancelled. I'm happy it's going
to be a movie but why couldn't they just
keep the show? it had a good following.
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Susan W.

Nice there will be a movie but that is not
the same as a week by week experience. I
felt Like I was a bomb girl

Teresa O.

yesssssss! at least we get SOME
continuity! there are so many good shows
that are cancelled and don't even get to
have a movie

Nancy K.

Bring back the TV series!!

Jennifer D.

Well if they tie up everything in a movie
then they definately won't come back with
another season!!

Laura R.

Happy....but disappointed on a weekly
level!!

Michelle C.

So disappointed FINALLY a show worth
watching, and it gets cancelled!!
Meanwhile, all the other crap TV (ie.
reality TV) still on the air, ugh!!!

Rhoda S.

Can not wait!!! miss this show so very
much!

Soraya A.

I hope that this movie is coming back
because we are all speaking out how much
we loved it. Spread the word for the movie
and perhaps the interest will be seen and
the series will be brought back!!!!!
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Trevor O.

They are filming in the park next to my
house tonight.

Caro D.

I wish there was more seasons but at least
the movie can let us in to what is going to
happen next, closure!

Robbie L.

Sheehy Movie??? Wow, that would be
FANTASTIC!!!!!

Sue H.

Can't wait!! Would rather have the show
still on!

Cynthia L.

I'm just grateful that we will get closuretoo many series walk off into the sunset
with no resolution for the fans. Can't wait.

Cathy N.

I suppose it's better than nothing but Like
most people, I'd prefer another series. On
the whole good news.

Heather J.

I loved this show. Give me more!

Debbie R.

I still will miss the series

La E.

I was heartbroken! Please bring them
back!

Amy W.

Very excited about this movie - have NO
idea WHY they decided to cancel this
really excellent tv show.
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Joyce D.

I agree! Looking forward to the movie!
But why did they cancel the series? One of
the best shows on TV!

Lisa A.

When is the series coming back

David A.

So glad we will get some sort of tie up
loose ends and closure. A great pity no
other networks took it on. It must still
make money with worldwide sales and
maybe multi-region DVDs

Greta C.

I wish they would have not stopped the
series. I really enjoyed the show .

Rich W.

Wish they would have kept the show on,
was a awesome show.still will take the
movie

Kathy W.

Loved the series!

Cathy A.

Please please please! A trilogy would be a
good idea...

Ashley-Anne N.

So sad about the cancellation but it's great
that they are going to finish things of with
a movie unlike most series where they just
leave you hanging.

Gail P.

Loved it! Can't wait for the movie!!!
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Lisa H.

That script would look a whole lot nicer if
it said, "Bomb Girls-Season 3."

Sue H.

Series was great! One of the most
worthwhile ones on TV.

Ann W.L.P.

I'm so excited about this just wish it was
still a series, it was so good

Debbie S.A.

I totally agree!! Series too short!

Teresa M.W.

Hopefully the will be using the same
actor/actresses and characters from the
series.

Cheryl W.

I am so happy to hear this but I wish the
series had continued. There are so few
good shows on TV anymore but Bomb
Girls was wonderful. Watching reruns on
Netflix now.

Paul A.

This is/was a great series & am quite
surprised they are not doing another
season. Great series & a wonderful
talented cast! Looking forward to the
movie & hope it will tie up lose ends

Lyzah N Josh

HELL YES!!! Thank You BombGirls
Goddess!

Richann J.

It is on Netflix! At least it was when I was
flipping through this week. That's the only
way I saw it since I don't have cable!
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Nell E.

Yes! Can't wait! Hope it shows in
NewYork!

Kelley C.

Yay! I hope it airs in the US!

Lillian L.

Have been watching it since first Season
and falln in love with it. Love and adore
the 1940's. .......and yes too short of a
series.

Maggie S.

i am so excited i loved Bomb Girls

Georgie R.

Great!

Jodie V.

Yay!!!!!!

Holly Y.R.

Yeah. I sure miss the show.

Janice D.

I LOVE BOMB GIRLS!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Tabytha W.

im so happy now. will there be anymore
seasons of bomb girls?

Bobette K.

so happy to hear this! I'll be first on line!

Darlene WC.R.

Yay.can hardly wait
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Leslie G.

So excited!! please bring back the series!!

Lisa W.

This is great news!!!

Mia C.

Oh thank gawd!

Elizabeth P.H.

I loved the series also!! Never missed it.

Linda P.E.

Sure would like for the series to show
reruns on a channel, loved the show!

April &

woo hoo

Stephanie C.

Ingrid H.S.

Can't wait. Hope it comes to the US

Zyna P.

Woo hoo!!!!!!!!

Katie J.B.D.

Cannot wait. Very excited.

Pamela M.H.

Glad to see this but I too wish the series
had continued. They need to stop Nielsen
ratings as they don't take into account if
the show is DVR'd or watched on Netflix,
hulu or on demand
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Kelly C.S.

Can't wait!! Started re-watching the
series on Netflix last night - any news on a
release date?

June R.N.

I was still mourning the loss of this show!!
I can't wait and I'll be first in line!!!

Laurie Z.P.

i miss the show,they always take the good
ones off

Levinia M.

I hope it's the same Actor's

Gerry M.

I will SO be in the theater to see this. I
loved the series, and grieve that it was
only two seasons.

Alexandria F.

Oh my gosh! I loved the series and I just
know I'll love the movie!!! I'm so excited!!

Ernestine P.

Yayyy! This was a part of history that I
knew nothing about. I'm looking forward
to watching the movie! Good to see
Gladys Witham (Jodi Balfour).

Barbara M.

my glob i just got chills

Crissy C.G.

The series should never have been
cancelled in the first place!

Deanna W.A.

Looking forward to seeing it! Wish the
series had continued
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Amber B.

Words can not express how exciting this
is!

Audra B.H.

So does this mean the show was
cancelled?

Chantel M.

Yaaaay!!!

Vanessa H.

Cant wait to see it

Nancy H.

Fantastic. Keep us posted!!!

Linda D.

I'm so glad, loved the series. just got done
watching season 2.

Cynthia C.S.

Hooray!! We are so excited in Tulsa!!!

Lindacaro C.

I can't wait!!

Shannon M.D.

So excited wished the series would have
continued!

Bethany E.

When will it be on?

George F.

will there be another season or just a
movie?
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Crystal D.G.

I can't wait for this and the new season!!!
I miss this!!!

Claudia L.R.

Non ho capito: trasmettono la serie in
televisione o ne girano una nuova negli
USA???? Se trasmettono mi sai dire su
che rete e a che ora ????? Grazie

Amy E.M.

When does the series return???

Cherryl G.

This is going to be a good movie, can't
wait. I too Loved the series. Wish it were
still on.

Stephanie H.

YAY!! Can't wait to see it!

Maribel G.

Yaay can't wait!!!

Tiffany M.

Yay! Thank goodness we will get some
closure, loved this show much!

Julia L.

AWESOME NEWS!

Ali M.

Can't wait, still have it on my dvr, hope it
comes to the us.

Misty S.

So can't wait

Kathy F.G.

Yes! I loved the series!
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Cortney B.C.

WOOHOO I can't wait. Love Bomb Girls

Carmen L. D.

Ahhh yay!!!!

Roberta W.

OMG that is awesome... was just thinking
about the show the other day.

Keith N .B.

I'm a sooooo happy!

Sharon G.P.

exciting!!!!!!

Connie S H.W.

yep am happy to hear there is gonna be a
movie AND hopefully this will get it back
on television!!!

Don R.

we can only hope...

Cathleen A.N.

yeah, yeah, yeah,
yeah!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! when?

Danielle W.S.

Hurray! Maybe since our cable option
doesn't carry Reelz (after getting us
hooked on BG before our move this past
winter) we can finally get a BG fix with
the movie! Hurray!!!

Holly B.

YAY!
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Ruthann M.

I have so missed "Bomb Girls". It was a
wonderful series. I wish they were smart
enough to bring it back. Also, "Last Tango
in Halifax" just wonderful also.

Marcia N.

Love this show so much,sad that another
good show is gone- looking forward to the
movie. Is the TV series available on DVD?

Marilyn M.P.

Miss you guys.

Katie J.B.D.

Season 3???

Samantha M.

I miss this show! Still have all 18
episodes. #bombgirls

Susie C.S.

Put back on love it best show on Tv

Barbara S.

Terrific! Bomb Girls is a great series.
Thanks to Reelz Channel for bringing it
back.

Cathy B.

Makes no sense....

Brighid W.

More Bomb Girls, please?

Connie S.H.W.

So is Bomb Girls gonna be back on or is it
totally kaput? Hope another network
picked it up! PLEASE!
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Charissa R.

I don't think I've been so hurt by a
cancellation of a show since Flashforward.
But, Bomb Girls is especially painful
because it's so different than any other
show on TV right now and puts an all
female cast, strong and empowering
female roles set in a time when women
were treated as 2nd class citizens.

Anne L.

The first season is going on TV here in
Finland, (in North Europe). Today we saw
section 8, "Red roses". I'm totally in love
with this series I hope it will continue in
the Finnish television. By the way, I work
for explosives factory here in Finland.
Maybe that is why I am so excited about
Bomb Girls! Keep calm and make bombs,
sisters!

Kathy H.S.

I see where OPRAH just picked All My
Children and One Life To Live maybe she
would be interested in BOMB GIRLS!!!!
Hey ya never never know. Anything is
with a try. I wont watch anything on
REELZ Have a Grea Day

Veronica L.T.

I want the show to come back too, but if it
doesn't, I think there should be books.

Brittany T.

My Gladys inspired look, from my WW2
re-enactment at the reading air show

Jennifer C.N.

Any idea when Season 2 will be on Netfix?
Anywhere else to watch it in the US?!?
Help!
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Kathy H.S.

Have any offers for anyone to pickup
BOMB GIRLS?????

Tracie S.V.

i keep hoping too...haven't heard a word

Bobette K.

How can the Kardashians still be on tv
and Bomb Girls not????

Toni S.

at least reelz...have a bomb girls rerun
marathon! I love this show.

Tom B.

First, it was "New Amsterdam" then "No
Ordinary Family" and now "Bomb Girls."
Every one of these was canceled with a
huge cliff-hanger in the last episode. I am
really getting sick of networks pulling this
s**t!

Toni S.

I absolutely love bomb girls!! bring it
back!

Joy L.

Am so disappointed Bomb Girls was
cancelled! I absolutely LOVED that show!
All the actors are wonderful and the
writers did a great job of showing us what
it must have been like back during WWII
in Canada. Kudos to all involved in this
series!

Kathy H.S.

I hope that you are still looking for
someone to pickup the program? I PRAY
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Bill T.

Saw the finale, finally Good set ups for
the next year, and if I got the signals right,
for entry of the US into the war. I'm not
sure about the Betty/Kate situation, but it
was a nice twist.

Jim P.

I loved the show. Bring it back.

Pamela A.

Just watched the first season on Netflix
and loved it, wish we would have found
the show earlier. RENEW BOMB GIRL!!!!

Criss T.

Finally watched the final episode...all they
needed was one more season! It makes no
sense why they canceled this now! They
have a regular fanbase who watched
regularly, so it can't be about the
money...it makes no sense. I read about
the talk of doing a 2 hour thing to wrap
things up, it wouldn't be enough, it would
leave things out and go too fast! Wish
they'd reconsider, give the show the
sendoff it deserves.

Jessica C.

Seriously they can't cancel this show with
a cliffhanger like that its cruel I love these
caricatures and I wanna know what
happens to them there has gotta be
another network that will pick this show
up what about reels that's the Chanel I
watch it on

Debbie D.

So sorry to see it go. I truly enjoyed the
show, and LOVED the 1940's
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Jeanne C.

Will someone at least write a Bomb Girls
book to continue this story?

Kathy H.S.

I there anyother network that take this
show over??

Bamby L.N.W

Two straight hours of Bomb Girls. If I
died right now, it would almost be worth
it.

April G.

So, I hit my Tweet limit. Only for Bomb
Girls

Meredith H.

Just watched the last episode. Still so
upset that the show is being canceled. So
many unanswered questions and so many
places for the show to take the characters.
I am still hopeful we will see Bomb Girls
again.

Angus S.

Have you approached Lifetime Network??
This show would fit in beautifully there. I
am so disappointed it's been cancelled
and all the idiotic reality shows just go on
and one ad infinitum.

Melisha C.

Is this show being cancelled? I hope not!

Kathy H.S.

Please Don't Say This Zthe End!!!!!!!!!!

Siobhan M. O.

We {heart} Bomb Girls!!!
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Siobhan M. O.

PLEASE DO NOT CANCEL THIS
SHOW!!!

Lydia B.

Are they still cancelling Bomb girls? And
if so, is there anything we can do to
help????? They can't take one of the only
two shows I watch off the air!!!!!!!

Jill M.

I feel so sad for Betty now that her soilder
has shipped out.I have a feeling if the
show got renewed,Betty would see her
again.

Leesa S.

My grandfather, when in the Navy....Love
this show! Thanks for a wonderful time
every Wednesday, & Sunday. Love seeing
Betty's smirk, Princess(Gladys) smart
answers & the other characters.

Brittney P.

How do we get it back? I've waited for
something like this for ever

Tracie S.V.

I CANNOT believe this show wasn't
picked up for another season...very sad : (

Jaymee T.B.

Woo I'm dying for the gorgeous bra and
panties Vera is wearing while teaching
Kate burlesque! I adore the show and
wish my grandmother (who was a Riveter
during WWII) had direcTV instead of dish
so she could watch too. Bravo!
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Kathy H.S.

Iam sure that the pawn show is good but.
Bomb Girls or another pawn show?? Or
the new Race something or other that's
coming on. WHO CARES!!! I would ratter
have Bombs Girls . One of the BEST
SHOWS ON!!!!!

Bamby L.N.W

I just had the most amazing dream and
then I realized.........I was awake and
watching The Bomb Girls.

Lisa P.W.

I'm glad you decided to air it in the US.
My Mom lives in Canada and raves about
it! I bought Season 1 on DVD!

Lori W.

Loved last nights episode! It had
everything, suspense, love, romance, and
a little bit of fighting...

Vanessa R.

Seen this poster on an outing over the
weekend and it reminded me of Bomb
Girls!! I {heart} this show!!

Jaymee T.B.

Woo! Great episode!!!!

Sara F.

I hope they keep Bomb Girls around, My
great grandmother was born in the 20s so
its nice to be able to talk to her about the
show and how spot on everything in the
show really is. I'm obsessed w/the show,
its too good for them to let go of it! : )
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Allen L.

Looks like bomb Girls is indeed cancelled,
not only in the U.S., but by their Canadian
producer, Global. Too bad. An excellent
show with some real resonance and a
good feel for the 1940's. Not to mention
WW II eye-candy.

Annamarie B.

It is really upsetting that the show is
cancelled it is such a good show why can't
they just put it on a different time I think
the show is really take off if it was on a
different TV station in a different time it
is a great show

Willy V.

Just when one gets to enjoy a show where
one can see what took place years back it
is one that could be cancelled. WHY....
Because we enjoy it. Do people always
have to see series where one is always
getting killed etc. Network give us a break
we really enjoy this show. Love the actors,
music and the story line.........

Sandra C.

Please Ohh please don't cancel this show!
It's the first show I actually take the time
to watch and rush home to watch.
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Jess M.

I'm so sad they cancelled Bomb Girls. It's
the the one show that my mom (a baby
boomer) and I (an echo boomer) regularly
sit and watch together and bond over.
There are so many cop/medical/reality
shows on that neither of us like. My
gramma (mom's mom) was actually a real
life Rosie the Riveter and helped build
planes in a factory during WWII so this
held a special place in our hearts too. This
really breaks my heart.

Sherry J.

So sad to hear that this show won't be
renewed. My mom and I love to watch
this show together.

Susan A.K.

Why would they cancel a show like this? I
absolutely love this show! My Mom was
young in this era and sewed uniforms for
our soldiers. I can't get enough of this
show. Please bring it back!!!

Sue M.B.

Just found this show and watched most of
this season and now I hear it won't be
renewed?? Please!! It brought back
memories of stories my dear Mom who
worked at what she called Small Arms in
Toronto during the war told me. This is
an amazing show and so authentic. Please
don't cancel it!!

Sue M.B.

The fact that it's been syndicated to the
USA should tell them it's worth saving.....
Not every viewer is in their 20s....The
baby boomer generation remembers all
this from their childhood.
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Mary S.B.

As I was watching Call the Midwife, I
thought..hey...Bomb Girls would fit
perfectly on PBS!

Richard N.

Good show--historically accurate----

Susan K.

Will there be a Bomb Girls marathon
anytime soon? I caught it on Netflix and
have only discovered it on Reelz and I
would love to see all episodes so I can
catch up.

Loretta T.

Love Bomb Girls ! The writers,
producers,directors, staff, etc etc. pay so
much attention to detail. Everything is so
authentic. Great job, guys! Keep up the
good work. Keep going. Don't ever cancel
the show. BOMB GIRLS should have a
long run for many years. You're bringing
back memories to those of us old enough
to remember - and you're showing the
younger ones what life was like during
WWIIl Thanks.

Nicholas R. P.

is it wrong that i made a donation; not
just because i want to save the show, but i
also wanted the bandanna lol? well, in any
event, good luck, hope you "keep 'em
flying!" (I know its bomb factory, but
what ever its a good slogan)
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Criss T.

Why is it that all the REALLY good shows
get canceled and all the crappy ones like
Real Housewives and such keep going???
I LOVE this show, it's believable and
everything about it is amazing! I really
hope they reconsider canceling and go for
another season.

Tracy T.

I just heard today that Global isn't
renewing the show! How can this
happen?! Please some network save this
show!

Carol O.

Found this show 'by accident'. Think I
may be hooked. Loved, Party Line.

Caro V.

You are amazing, just discovered you
Bomb Girls, I am an INSTANT FAN

Keith N. B.

Party Line......... oh wow! I'm crying
elephant tears here..... joy, fear, love,
deception, confusion......... life during The
War......... very well done. Thank you!

Patty G.

Cancelled??? What a stupid decision!
Guaranteed viewers and they're cancelling
it???? I'm speechless!

Stephanie B.

I was really sorry to hear about the show
being cancelled. What a shame foe such a
great show with kick-ass story line's get's
the boot. I enjoyed the show , Thank you !
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Susan F.C.

I hear Canada is cancelling Bomb Girls!
Aren't we going to do anything about it?
COME ON!

Tracy T.

I can't believe more people haven't 'Liked'
this show on here! It's brilliantly done and
one of my favorites. I even like it more
than Mad Men now. Much more positive
for women.

Erin M.

We've got all sorts of negative role models
for young women, from Snooki to *New
York (from MTV I think it was). Now we
have a show with incredibly strong female
role models, a positive representation of
Canadians and some quality historical
content but Survivor is more important?
Really? The almighty dollar and ratings
are such a driving force that they won't
give Bomb Girls the chance to rebuild the
head of steam it had before the hiatus and
that saddens me to no end. It's a
wonderful show and I don't want to see it
go. "Reality Television" wins another one.

Keith N .B.

I hope you've figured out by now that I
just absolutely love you Bomb Girls.....

Rob F.

I have been a loyal follower of Bomb Girls
from the beginning and felt very said to
learn it was discontinued. I hope the big
wigs at Shaw and Global over turn their
decision and renew the series for another
year.
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Don R.

This show is the bomb...don't cancel
it!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Siobhan M. O.

How dare they cancel Bomb Girls!!!
ILOVE this show..please reconsider....

Burlap S.

Why do networks always seem to cancel
the BEST shows???

Jennifer S.N.

DO NOT CANCEL THIS SHOW!! We love
it!!

Angus S.

Bomb Girls USA -- is Reelz going to play
the last 5 episodes??? Have you tried
marketing your show to Lifetime
Network??? They are great for shows
directed to females. I can't bear that you
are going to come to an end!!! What
happened???

Angus S.

I will definitely read the article and share
it with my Bomb Girls friends!! We your
show!! You put forth a lot of effort with
the wardrobe and set....it's just wonderful.
All the actors/characters are brilliant.
Thank you for this wonderful show!!!

Craig S.R.W.

Don't cancel the show!!

Jessica C.

What! Why isn't Bomb Girls being
renewed? This makes me so sad! Can
they change there mind?
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Jessica C.

I sure hope another network picks it up

Olivia G.

my favorite show this season...my busy
working husband even stop to watch then
asked me to DVR it

Tiffany N.S.

Im excited about the last 6 episodes, but
sad at the same time because it has to
come to an end soon... I've been watching
bOmB gIrLs from day 1 been hooked
since

Meaghan C.

The show is getting soooo goooooood! It
can't end! I'm so upset!

Marie C.

I am so sorry to hear this wonderful show
has been cancelled!! It seems the
networks always end the great series and
leave the crap! Thanks to everyone
associated with this show for the
awesome work and dedication. I will truly
miss it!! Very poor decision on the part of
Global !!

Emerald L.G.

Enjoy the show. Can't wait until
tomorrow night. A must see for my
household.

Jennifer L.

I heard the show is cancelling...WTH??!!
No dont leave!!!! You are an awesome
show in no matter where its being
aired!!!!
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Linda F.

I read yesterday that Bomb Girls will not
be coming back for a Season 3. How in the
hell can they not continue with a such a
great show is beyond me. The people that
make these decisions are just idiots. So
sad.......

Eboni S.

I am so upset that this amazing show is
not getting renewed for a third season!!!!
I e-mailed Global TV begging them to
keep Bomb Girls on the air and they
informed me that it would not be
returning. :(:(:( I'm sad

April C.

I love this show. I'm proud of my Great
Gran for being a bomb girl. I love hearing
my Gran and Mumma talking about her
achivements. I wished I knew her. But
watching this show makes me feel closer
to her memory.

Jenny A.

where/how can I watch bomb girls online
in the US? 1st season is on netflix, but
can't seem to access the current season
through hulu or any of my usual channels.
I can't wait another year for netflix to
catch up!!!

Wendy W.B.

I {heart} BOMB GIRLS!!!! LOVE IT!!!

Tammy L.C.W.

I am in absolute L<3VE with Bomb Girls!
I can't even pick a favorite!

Marquita D.

Love this show, love me some Vera!
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Izzy W.

I past my history test because of this show
now I'm addictive to this show

Bamby L.N.W

I was born in the 1960's but I lived in the
1940's. Thanks Bomb Girls for taking me
back there every Wednesday night.

Kelly C.S.

Just discovered this show a couple of
weeks ago and absolutely love it!!!

Debbie M.

LOVE this program !

Jennifer O.

Love this show! So glad it got a season 2

Lisa B.

I got so excited when I found season 1 on
Netflix, please do season 2 there too.

Wendy E.C.

Just discovered! Love it! Thank you
Reelz!!

Crissy C.G.

LOVE this show! I've even got my Dad
hook on it.

Jessica C.

I love this show so much I dressed up
from that era for Halloween lol

Jessica C.

I'm so glad I found the U.S. Bomb Girls
page lol I love the 1940's and I love this
show I didn't realize until this season that
it took place in Canada haha
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Lizbeth C.

Watching my favorite show Bomb Girls USA

Crystal C.

We love Bomb Girls at Atomic Closet so
we dressed one of our mannequins in
these 1940s coveralls. — at Atomic Closet
Vintage Boutique.

Susan F.C.

FINALLY found the U.S. Bomb Girls site!
HOORAY

Giovanna T.W.

I just LOVE Bomb Girls, it's my all time
fav

Denise B.D.

Good show...

Pamela M.

My mom and grama worked in factories
like this during WW2 and it makes me
feel like I am seeing them in action. I love
this show.

Debbie M.R.

My husband found this on Netflix and
knew I'd enjoy it. I watched every episode
back to back.

Carleen L.S.

This is a great period piece. I'm so glad I
discovered it last season.

Joseph E.

I love Bomb Girls! I'm glad season 2 is
finally on US Television!

Rita M.S.

i love your show
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Susan H.A.

My mother was a Rosie The Riveter at the
Willow Run Bombadeer Plant in Ypsilanti
,Mi. during WWll. She had wonderful
stories about her experiances very similar
to the Bomb Girls. I enjoy your series very
much. Keep up the good work.

Susan B.P.

This is such a great show!!! The clothing
is to die for, great costumer designer.

Patricia D.

Love this show

Peggy J .P.

I really enjoy this show and I'm glad
Bomb Girls is back on. I always enjoyed
shows about WWII.

Denise S.

In honor of the Bomb Girls premiere
double header tonight, I'm breaking out
my Glenn Miller, Dorsey, Artie Shaw, etc.
records!

Keith N. B.

Mom was a "Rosey"....... I love this show!

Tinisha T.

Killer back to back two episode's of my
bomb Bomb Girls - USA..way to kick off
the season

Pat P.F.F.

Love the show!

Megan B.

Bravo, can't wait for next week
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Porsche N.

the premier was explosive! I love this
show!

Alyssa P.

Finally!!! I'm so happy to be watching the
season 2 premier of Bomb Girls right
now!!!!!

Kathy H.S.

SITTING HERE WATCHING SEASON 2
ITS GREAT THANK
YOUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUU

Renee P.

its almost time!! "do not disturb Bomb
Girls is on" lol

Gai E.R.

My husband and I are so excited for the
new season of Bomb Girls! love it!

Lyn C.

BOMB Girls!! Cant wait for the new
Season tonite!!!! Show is so well done
with the story of these women and their
lives while making bombs in the time of
the onset of WWII. Love it!

Sally A.

Who is ready for some Marco tonight?? I
Sure Am

Jennifer D P.

Love love love the show! My mom and I
were glued the first season and cannot
wait for season 2 to start!!!!!
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Joy L.

I LOVE this show...Was sick and
accidentally found the BG marathon
yesterday. I watched all 6 episodes and
now can hardly wait for the start of next
season!

Lisa G.D.

I just discovered this show today because
of the marathon, and I love it!

Michelle T.C.

Cannot wait for the new season of Bomb
Girls...the sneak peak got me excited!!!

Robinson D.

Love this show!!!

Donna D.M.

We want Bomb girls to come back!

Gerry M.

What a phenomenal show and cast. What
a shame we don't get another season.
What's next for those beautiful actresses?

Carla G.

I want them back, best written show,
great group of women, best show!!!!!!

Regina W.

Please bring this show back next year!

Porsche N.

I miss this show.

Paula S.

I miss this show so much!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Katherine W.

Meg is hilarious...and gorgeous, Charlotte
is absolutely stunning! I am going to miss
Bomb Girls SO MUCH.

Tracie S.V.

i don't want this show cancelled...PLEASE
another channel pick up this gem of a
show...ty

Debbie P.

miss the show, absolutely loved it

Penny M.G.

yes we do want Bomb Girls BACK

Jennifer L.C.

Any chance the award will prompt anyone
to renew it? Great show. Miss it!

Lisa O.M.

And yet it's still cancelled. Makes perfect
sense.

Mia C.

Paul, you took the words right out of my
mouth-I hope so!!

Paul S.

did any network renew bomb girls

Benny LM.J

My god, Meg Tilly is so ebullient and full
of energy! So happy to have watched
Bomb Girls blow up from the beginning,
and to see Charlotte Hegele, Ali Liebert,
and Jodi Balfour's characters develop.
Would love to see more of this show!
Congrats, you lovely ladies!
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Jasmine D.

i'm hoping netflix will take it up.

Jill M.

I wish they would bring this show back ! It
was really a good show.

Stephanie H.

I miss this show. *sigh*

Rebecca C.D.M

I wrote Oprah top ask her to look into
picking up Bomb Girls for her OWN
channel. It was worth a shot. I absolutely
LOVE this show. I watch only one other
show on TV - nothing else is worth my
time.

Janice C.M.

Congratulations ladies & bravo on a great
show.

Dominique M.P.

Love my BOMB GIRLS!

Ann W.L.P.

Miss this show and I'm hoping the
network comes to their senses and brings
it back for another season

Leota D.

I hope your show can stay on TV some
where, wonderful show great Ladies just
loved your show.

Sandra M.S.

Every time I love a show, it gets
cancelled!!! This is a great show!!!!!
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Zoraya S.

There is still so much to say from that
period... At least a couple more years of
episodes are necessary. Two hours won't
cut it!

Barbara C.S.

Please come back!! I'm bored on
Wednesday now!!

Bivian G.

Yay yeah!!!! Well deserved!!! Love you so
much! Keep my shows coming!

Zyna P.

Way to go girls!!! We will ALWAYS love
you and the characters you brought to life.
Those characters we ALL could relate to.
They made us laugh, cry, and find our
history!!! I will truly miss each of you.

Jessica H.H.

Va va voom, Ladies! Please don't take
away my show!

Cherryl G.

I so look forward to this show every
week.....I just Love it !

Lisa C.

The seasons are too short

Glynda W.

Love the show!!!! My mom worked in the
Seattle ship yards in WWII. I didn't
understand the hardship women had to
overcome during those times! She is 93 &
still lives on her own. She did give up
driving a year and 1/2 ago. Still sharp and
still smoking!!!!!
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Pam J.

just come back!!!!!!!!!!!! my favorite tv
show!!!!! i love love love you all!!!!!!!!!

Julie B.

What were they thinking to cancel such a
great series that was so interesting to such
a large variety of people?..What a talented
cast, they worked so well together! In my
opinion they could never be replaced, &
the subject matter was very important to
the audience. They will be missed!

Holly M.

So sorry to see this series end, it was
tremendous!

Maggie S.

i dont understand so many people love
this show why arent they gonna renew it

Rosanne F.

Yes,, y is it not coming back.. It's a great
show. Each one of the likes on Facebook
stand for over 1,000 people, because not
all bomb girls fan r on FB.

Sharen P.S.

Gonna miss this show. Better than all that
reality TV crap.

Ali B.

Great show tonight. Still holding out
hope!!!

Tim B.

I'm still of the hope that the series will
come back...or at least a movie to end the
series.....
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Andra L.

They cannot leave us hanging like this!
We have to have a third season!!!

Nancy Y.

Gonna miss the show, loved the story
lines and the people who brought it to life.
Such a great show, such a sad day because
I don't want the show to be over!!!!

Luisa F. R.

First season was really good, second
season was brilliant. What a shame a
great show is ending. But they're going
out really strong. Cheers Bomb Girls!!

Bamby L.N.W.

I NEED MORE BOMB GIRLS!

Vallee M.

Makes me think of Pan Am they have to
take all the good stuff away... gonna miss
this show!

Tiffany N.S.

really sad right now

Michele B.

I'm so bummed.. I love this show so much
I want to see more

Mary S.B.

I just watched the "finale" for the third
time. While a lot of storylines were
wrapped up more quckly than they would
have with another season, there were a
couple areas that left you to speculate. I
hope this show can be saved and shown
SOMEWHERE. I love this show. It's well
written, and just sails along. There's so
much garbage on tv, and this has been so
refreshing. Let this show be saved!
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Barbara C.S.

So sad to see this show leave. Loved being
transported back in time. What a great
cast!!

Cathy L.

Great show, I'm going to miss it a lot.

Toni S.

love this show!!

Penny M.G.

don't give up,,,

Tami B.

Miss you already! I have saved the last 3
episodes so I can have a mini marathon.

Janice D.

I will be lost w/o my Bomb Girls show. I
look forward to it every week!!!

Brenda W.

Gona really miss this show.

Judy B.

I hope some network picks this up, really
good show.

Terri D.S.

I love this show. Someone needs to have
another network pick it up!

Rachel H.

Such a great show I rarely watch any
thing but reality shows but I loved this
show and am truly going to miss it

Kristine S.

So sad this show is ending!! There is still
so much to tell!!!!!
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Rita W.

I am UBER bummed! Can't Lifetime or
Oxygen pick up the show?

Colleen R.

Sad, sad that it's ending! Why do they
cancel good shows?

Zyna P.

This is such a classy show with so much to
tell about OUR past and present! This
does NOT need to end!

Tammy D.J.

My heart is breaking. This was the first
time I had a favorite TV show in years.
Best show ever!!

Gerry M.

Gonna miss this show.

Nicholas R. P.

well, i hope our donations will maybe be
able to get a film in the works.

Pam J.

love love love this show! gonna miss it!

Peggy J.P.

I love this show!

Cathy B.

Makes no sense at all to cancel a show
that has won awards and gathered more
fans each season. Why to put on more
mindless shows like Honey Boo Boo?

Chad M.H.

Bomb Girls was a GREAT show. (so was
Pan Am) Ridiculous that it was
cancelled!!!!!!!!
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Nancy H.

Please say it will return!!!

Siobhan M. O.

I love love love this show!! Thank youy for
bringing this to TV..

Vanessa H.

any chance it will be on again? i missed it
last night and am very sad cause i had to
work late

Kolby W.

Why are all the good shows cancelled

Susan B.R.

thanks for the memories and I will miss
The Bomb Girls

Joyce T.W.

We'll miss you all!!

Patricia K.

Really going to miss this show. It was very
creative, good story line, I hope they
change their minds and bring it back. Too
much crap on TV, all those reality shows
are a complete joke.

Shelly S.

I think it will be back....they left too many
open story lines!!! My other favorite show
SMASH was cancelled this past week and
they wrapped that show up in a nice tiny
little bow. So sad!!!

Gabrielle B.

I am so sad about this show! I think it is
one of the better shows on tv. I am hoping
another channel might buy it
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Erin T.

I was extremely disappointed with that
ending.

Bonnie W.

Love the show! Keep it coming!

Carolyn B.

Please try to keep this going...

Annamarie B.

I still can't believe their canceling this
show what a shame

Karen H.

Such a great season finale tonight!!!! I
love Bomb Girls! I love a show set back in
time (like Pan Am) and that was cancelled
too! Wish there would be all new episodes
next season!!!

Jill M.

That last set of words between Lorna and
Gladys were,what else could they say
.Hoping BG will return SOON.

Carla K.

Please tell me the third season is going to
happen!!

Teri S.

I am so sad that this show is cancelled,
while smutty, stupid reality shows with
toothless losers and Amish runaways stay
on the air. Bad decision.

Shelly S.

So sad this show is ending!! Two of my
favorite shows were cancelled this year!!!
I do not want to watch anymore reality
tv!!!
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Elizabeth K.

Unfortunately,Bomb Girls got
cancelled.(Which I am really pissed off
about,cause I LOVE the show!!) But there
is going to be a movie in about a year to
tie up all of the lose ends on the show.At
least they won't just leave us hanging at
the end final episode tonight!!

Jodie V.

I love the show!

Holly B.S.

Every time I find a show I love it gets
cancelled. I am so sad. I loved Thursday
morning after the kids went to school. I
would sit down and watch it on my tevo.
So sad. I hope we get a conclusion to all
the characters

Pamela M.H.

Isn't it coming back? What's wrong with
these networks ?

Ruth C.

Great show

Leila F.

There's always hope, they brought back
arrested development years after it got
cancelled, just gotta keep vocal

Kathy F.G.

I am so upset, this is a terrific show with
a great cast. Quality programming.

Connie S H.W.

If you are a fan of this show, spread this
around to get more likes, THEN maybe
that 3rd season will happen!
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Susan F.C.

I am completely bummed that this show
is ending!

Amy M.W.

I love this show

April G.

Yes we do. Love this show... will always
have a special home in my heart

Lori P.H.

Love this show

Pat K.P.

Such an incredible show!!! I hope we can
enjoy another "vintage" time period
program again! This was great!!

Ashley B.B.

This is just heart breaking

Amber B.

What an amazing show! I'm really going
to miss it The characters are so wonderful
that you just get emotionally invested. It's
gonna take me awhile to get over it!

Nicole N.C.

I am so sad and disappointed this show is
cancelled. It was so good my teens even
really enjoyed watching this show!

Karen V.

Oh Man i Hope they change their minds
and let them do another season!:( i love
this show!!
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Sean M.

I have never seen this show and still I am
so sad that there is a possibility it may
end.

Mis EMily-Sue

i wanna cry. thanks to reelz i was given a
signed poster, free chocolate and not to
mention the chance to see what it was like
back in a time that seems so much more
real than todays "reality" thank you reelz
and thank you bomb Girls and thank you
Canada! i am really gonna miss that show.

P.

Motown H.

I love Bomb Girls. I am hoping for a
miracle because I am tired of all these
reality shows.

Lyzah N. J.

On one hand I'm soo looking forward to
tonight's episodes but on the other hand
I'm not because I know this is the end!
SAVE BOMB GIRLS!!!

Georgie R.

Love this program . heard they aren't
coming back . Hope that isn't so!

Kelly C.S.

Wouldn't you know it - I find something
worthwhile watching on tv and they
cancel it! I really hate to see this show go it was creative, classic, original
(something that's sorely lacking in all tv
today!!!) and just plain good story
telling.......

Dani B.V.

Why has this show not yet been saved? It
has won awards, there is a petition and
outcry from fans....WTF??
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Amy P.

I want this show back!!!

April C.

So sad..... I wish it will come back

Paul S,

sure going to miss this show

Elexa H.M.

What Chanel can you watch it in the US??

Janice D.

I have all of them recorded so I can watch
it when it's no longer on. Sure wish they
would keep it going, like forever!!! I LOVE
THIS SHOW!!!

Theresa D.C.

That stinks ! I love you gals!

Lynne C.V.

I just finished watching Season 2 on and
don't want to wait so long for the 2 hour
finale. It is such a good show.

Connie S H.W.

Like Janeen, I feel a lot of fans found this
show to late~ I hope this IS NOT the last
we see of this wonderful and history
makin' show! Same as with Pan Am, if any
of you remember that show, it was
history, early days of Pan Am flights. Both
of these shows have history in them!

Linda W.J.

Nook loo. I don't want it to end

Zyna P.

Need more seasons!
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Tami B.

I do not want to see you go!

Don R.

so sad to see this great show come to an
end...come on Reelz bring it back...

Karen H.

So excited for tonight's episodes!!! Will
there be a season 3? I sure hope so!!!!

Claudette M.

I am so sad that it came to an end!
Sigh...Thank you, Bomb Girls! it's been
fun!

Fran R P.

son of a bitch ! this was the best show on
tv !!!!! rat bastards !!!!!!!!!!

Don R.

we will miss the Bomb Girls...they are the
BOMB!!!!!!!!!!!

Peggy J.P.

I loved all the lovely strong ladies on this
show and the sexy men too....

Tami B.

really sad to see it go

Jenna B.

All the really good ones get canceled

Fran R. P.

they can keep honey-boo boo & those
kardashians & other crap on tv, but not
BOMB GIRLS ?? this show shows part of
the U.S. history. this show is important !!!
KEPP IT ON !!!!! we can turn this around
!
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Sam F. J.

I wish Netflix or maybe even Amazon
would come on board to produce new
episodes.

Pam J.

we love love love gladdy!

Yolanda Z.

Season 2 got more intense with each
passing episode. I still pray for S3 to
happen.

April G.

Gotta love this show. The best, hands
down.

Tracie S.V.

my fingers are crossed for season 3
too...any word on an official cancellation?

Lydia B.

Mmmmmm Marco is so hot lol Love this
show, awesome cast and great everything!
I'm just hoping that next week's is merely
the season finale not the last episode ever

Lorraine G.

this show is fantastic they cannot cancel it

Karen R. C.

Bomb Girls is one of those shows that you
start watching out of curiosity and then it
just grabs you and won't let go. I would
gladly give up all my 'regular' shows:
Revenge, The Good Wife, Nashville, etc.,
to ensure that Bomb Girls stays on the air.
This show is too good: the writing, the
acting, the amazing fashions, the reality of
the era, to just toss it away. Let's fight for
this show to entertain and educate us for
years to come Bomb fans!
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Kathy L. E.

Love her has Lorna. She is perfect in the
role. Love show, which is was being
renewed. I will definitely miss it.

Kendra J.

She's the reason I started watching, but
the whole gang kept me. I love this show!

Kyla P.B.

They received the Gracie award and still
want to cancel?!?

Brenda R.J.

such a waste to not be renewing this show
...

Sandra M.

This show is amazing

Bonnie W.

Love this show!!!

Janice C.M.

Been telling people they need to watch it.

Dale S.

It doesn't get any better than this

Marie C.

This show is awesome!!!!!!!

Paul D.

We've got a war to win!
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Melinda B.T.

Fantastic series. So glad you created a
historical tribute about this time in our
history. The characters are all unique and
full of depth. Thank you. I thoroughly
enjoy watching! Meg Tilly rocks!

Kim K.

Yea! back in the USA! Can't wait to see the
new shows.

Connie S H.W.

If it's not renewed, they are gonna lose a
wonderful show! if it's cancelled,
hopefully another station will pick it up!!!
Please Please Please!!!! One of the better
shows on TV!!!

Amy P.

Reelz, you need to bring this show to the
States, I want this show back and so do
other people

Lyda S.

cant believe that they are not coming back
for another season....BOOOO.

Kimberly E.

Is there a woman in charge of the Reelz
channel?!?! If so, they should work on
continuing this show!!!!

Tammy L.C.W.

Yes please continue Bomb girls

Debbie M.

LOve, love, love this show.

Calandria M.

No man needed to make a big decision.
Betty Mcray you have my heart. I love
Bomb Girls!
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Carla K.

The ride shouldn't have to end, especially
if it's a good one'

Tammy P.

Finally a show I'm passionate for and it's
going away:(

Susan F.C.

Someone needs to take out a full-page ad
in Variety to get someone to take on this
show!

Wanda R.W.

I can't believe it another decent show,
that you look forward to watching,
cancelled!! what's wrong with these
people??

Veronica B.

OH HELL NO!!!! This is such the bomb!
Not only is it a story line, but it's history.
Knowing what we are dealing with in
2013, reminds a girl...it wasn't all that
long ago...how could we be so nieve as
women and seeing women who are strong
in their belief, dealing with feelings,
choices.... I record new series, then delete
after I watch them (several times,
skipping through the commercials)....Put
them on NETFLIX!!!! Make a deal for
them to continue/support the show. That
way we can see the entire series, minus
the commercials, and watch the new
episodes : ) Please don't stop making
them!!! Like if you agree w/me & pass it
on.
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Patricia K.

come on, lets keep this show instead of all
the stupid reality and crap they put on TV.
It is a great show, fictional plus a lot of
history that so many people do not know
about.

Rose L.

I agree Ms Kushnir, 100%. I love this
show and the only one that makes sense!
Please, to the powers that be, WHAT IS
THE PROBLEM?!!! Do not b.s. us, what is
making you take a perfectly great show off
the airways? Is this a publicity stunt? Are
the actors off on other projects, what is
the big freaking problem here?!

Sandy R.C.

Guess I'll downgrade my Dish now. No
reason to keep TV or Reelz. This is the
reason I don't watch. Get an incredible
show and it's gone.

Judy L. H.

I would really miss this show if it is
canceled. Finally a decent show about
women and interesting men in a time
when the world went crazy. Please
reconsider.

Lori P.

Couldn't another station, maybe in the US
pick it up? Maybe have it on a more
visible station where they could get even
more of an audience?

Carlette P.J.

I'm in the US too and love love love the
show! What can we do to save it?
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Trisha M.

I'm a HUGE U.S. fan. I'll be writing,
tweeting, anything I can do. What is the
fandom love video?

Shawna L.

Where's the DISLIKE button!??! Bomb
Girls is the best series on TV!!

Tracie H .C.

Is this for real? No way. I LOVE Bomb
Girls. To cancel them would be a travesty.
This is one of the best shows on
television.

Dani B.V.

What bullshit!!! Any quality shows that
air, which are far and few between, always
get the ax! Thank God for books because
there is next to NOTHING worth
watching anymore!! I have my entire
neighborhood hooked on this show,
EVEN MY HUSBAND!!! Canceling is a
huge mistake!!

Dani B.V.

I just realized this was a Canadian tv
show! I knew they were in Canada for the
premise but I didn't realize that it was a
Canadian show....I thought Canadians
were nice, friendly and accommodating?
WTH??? LOL!

Susan H.A.

This show is fantastic. I swear I don't
know what these suits are thinking.
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Sam F. J.

BG is a well crafted quality show, of
course it got cancelled. Netflix is
streaming the first season. Maybe they
would be willing to take over production
as part of their new Netflix Originals
project. Let's contact them and plant that
seed.

Tianya W.

UGH!!!!! ANOTHER DECENT show I like
gets cancelled!!

Lydia B.R.

you have got to be kidding..this is a show
that me and my daughter, who is old
enough to watch this series, watch
together. It shows her what women's lives
were like in those times and it gives her a
sense of empowerment and how women
had strong male roles. How
sickening...where do i sign the petition!!!!

Lily J.

I love BG and I cannot allow it to be
cancelled! Pass it on to all your friends
that this show needs to stay on the air!
Women in strong roles are what we need!!

Victoria M.

This is the only decent show for women
on T.V. It has heart and soul, it tells the
story of an important time in our
country's history, and it does so
accurately! So many people are going
through now what those families went
through then. And besides, even my
boyfriend likes it! My car mechanic, grew
up in the country, 4-wheeler riding
boyfriend! What does that tell you?!
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Josh &
Jeanerette B.

NO NO NO NO!!!! We Love the Bomb
Girls!!! Awesome show!!!

Karen A.

Something good to watch, and they cancel
it!? That's not nice!!!

Jodie V.

I love the show and already signed it....

Keith S.

Once again good tv show Cancelled but
100 crappy ones get to stay on. not right.

Ethel M.

OMG!!! why are they cancelling such an
awesome show???

Kat D.V.H

They don't think is the problem. It doesn't
work for them so they cancel it. Does
anyone remember Lost? that show was
going to be cancelled also and we the
people saved it. We can do that again

Ann W.L.

Well this totally breaks my heart, best
thing on TV as far as I'm concerned. The
people in charge are idiots. This should
stay on for nothing else but because it's
great. I mean this is awful.

Michele M.

Damn.. Just like Pan Am they are taking
away Bomb Girls I look forward to this
show every week.. You bet I will sign any
petition to help save the show
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Christine B.M.

Why is it when theres finally a decent tv
series it gets cancelled!!! Shop it
around!!!!!!!

Kim S.

Bummer; this is one of the best shows out
there right now.

Gerry M.

So VERY Disappointed. This is a great
story. With drop dead gorgeous girls.

Yolanda Z.

We're thankful to Reelz (and ITV &
Netflix) for continuing to ask for more
"Bomb Girls" content to be produced, in
spite of the cancellation. We do hope that
GlobalTV reconsiders its decision.
Meanwhile, the nominations for BOMB
GIRLS continue to pour in, as they did
before: the Monte Carlo International TV
Festival has recently considered the show
for their "Best Mini Series" category, as
well as Meg Tilly for "Outstanding
Actress". With all due respect, I think
GlobalTV executives seriously need to
remove their goggles and pay attention to
this if artistic value matters to them.

Pat S.W.

Please save Bomb Girls! It's an amazing
program!

Jean W.

just when i find a series i like. pleeze dont
take it off. it is great. i look forward to it
every week

Angela P.D.

OMG - Hell No! I love this show. Bring
my girls back!
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Linda C.P.

Just found the show and have been dvr it.
Love it it is history that was never
discussed.

Christi P.

This is one of the only good shows on TV.
Hate this.

Anna A.E.

i am the USA and enjoyed the show.

Paula J.P.

I love the show. My mom work in one of
these plants in 1942. I love hearing her
talk about it

Ginger C.

Nooo!!! I love this show! I've told
everyone about it. This is the kind of tv I
want to watch.

Luisa F. R.

Sad to hear; signed the petition and
hoping!!

Gracie P.

I love this show , how can they take good
show off and leave crap like the major
networks have?

Jennifer B.

Noooooooooooo they must make a third
season!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Darlene W.C.R.

That stinks!!! I love BG!!! Will miss all of
you, great show & cast!!!!!

Ellie K .K.

It's one of the best shows on television!!!
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Jeana R.

I love this show!

Adria B.T.

This makes me so sad, I can't even
express it in words. Bomb Girls is my
very favorite part of each week.

Gloria D.

I'm sure going to miss bomb girls it was
such a great show.

Paul D.

We've got ANOTBER war to win!

Sarah P.

This is truly sad. The day I discovered it
on REELZ I was hooked. There are so
many more wonderful story lines that
could be written if they didn't cancel it. I
signed the petition, and I'm crossing my
fingers!

Louise J.

Probably replace with another crappy
reality show that I will not watch. There
are only about 3 shows I watch now and
that will cut it down to 2. Television is
getting to be a BORE!!!

Edna K.M.

I CAN'T BELIEVE THIS!!!! The most
awesome show on TV in a LONG time and
they are cancelling it. INSANE!!!!

Kelly C.S.

Wouldn't you know it!! Everytime I find
something on TV that is actually worth
the time to watch - they cancel it!
DAMN!!!!!
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Monalyn A.

Can you go to another network?? I've
wanted to watch a TV show that takes
place during the 40s and I got it! This is a
wonderful show!! NO!! Thank you Canada
for giving your viewers a fantabulous
show. Aloha from Hawaii... still sad.

Melody C.

there goes another one of my favorite
shows! Hope they change their minds!

Shannon W.P.

I love this show !!!

Clare H.

No.no.my favorite show..

Sara F.

That is a very big shame. All the best
shows get cancelled

Lisa S.Z.

I love this show. Please keep it.

Cynthia C.S.

We love BG and can't wait for the newest
episode. Did they really have a show idea
that they think wi'll sell more ad time?
Shop it around! It is a fantastic show!!

Jennifer M.O.

Great show and it should not end. Can it
be taken over to Hulu? Any other
production company willing to pick it up?
Too good to end.

Nancy B.

Why are all the "good" shows cancelled??
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Karen A. B.

I gave up Law & Order SVU to watch. Just
keep your fingers crossed. After all they
canceled Cagney & Lacey and they had to
bring them back because of all the
complaints. And that was before the
internet.

Cortney B.C.

BG can't get cancelled. It's not fair..take
half the other crap off and keep this one.
It's part of history. PLEASE KEEP IT ON
PLEASE!!!!!

Barbara F.L.

I love this show. I'll be writing.

Mary S.B.

Maybe someone else will pick it up.

Sandra R.

Sad indeed! I'm gonna miss my favorite
girls Betty and Gladys and of course the
sexy Marco

Michelle R.

Signed all the petitions and sent all the
emails; fingers crossed!

MaryAnn H.K.

No! Love this show.

Wendy W.B.

this show is awesome!!! Please dont
cancel an please make a 3rd season!!!!
Please Please
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Jill M.

Im also in the USA and LOVE this show
!!! There are going to be alot of angry fans
on this cancellation and signing a petition
hopefully will help keep the show on the
air,but so often the way it goes,petitions
don't stand for much these days !! This lat
yr has seen so many great shows
cancelled,petitions signed to no avail !
PLZ DO NOT CANCEL THIS SHOW !!!!!!
EEEEEEEEERRRRRRRRR !!!!! I had just
read somewhere too in the last couple of
days the show had been renewed for a
third season now this crap of cancel !!!!

Rick H.

No! It is a great show.

Jennifer S.S.

That Sucks. I love this show!!

Michelle S.

I love this show! Cant believe such a great
show is cancelled.

Cheryl N.

I really enjoy watching the historical
factor and very well written show. It
shows what the women and men went
through during that time period. Would
be instrumental in schools teaching that
time period along with them reading the
accounts in books. It would make it all too
real for the students.

Sarah L.

What!? Why!? We love the show!
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Janice C.M.

NOOOO... Another channel needs to pick
this up & advertise so more will realize it's
out there.

Laura R.B.

I already sent an email to Global TV in
Canada! I'm from the US market, and to
submit an email in Canada you need a
Canadian Postal Code! It took me forever
but I did it!! They definitely needed to
know!! I want my Bomb Girls!!

Brenda M.

noooooooo I love this show

Rebecca N.

Ofcourse, every time I like a show it gets
canceled. why??????????

Sherra B.

Happens every time I find a good show. I
am so not happy.

Joni R.

Maybe a more popular channel should air
it! Best show ever...

Amy C.

No!! I look forward to watching each
week! I finally found a show that is not
reality TV!

Claudette M.

They could produce it in the USA!

Claudette M.

Disappointing, that's for sure! I have
signed the petition as well! It has been a
good show! I will keep watching it until
it's done!
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Shelly S.

NOOOOOO!!!!! I love this show!! Two of
the shows I watch have been cancelled Bomb Girls and Smash. HOW SAD!!!

Katie S.

I love this show!!! People only care about
dumb dating shows.

Angie F.W.

They always cancel the good shows!!!!

Lorraine G.

Oh God why this show is so great. why do
they get rid of good shows and keep all
the garbage on.

Melisa I.

Oh No!!! This is such a great show. I love
watching it every week...

Joe R.

Excellent show. I signed.

Dominique M.P.

I signed....and I'm extremely irritated I
love Bomb Girls!

Annabelle B.

oh no im gonna miss them finally
something worth watching then they go
and not renew wth!!

Diana W.H.

Keep this show love it!!

Tami B.

Signed I hope this works!
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Kelli B.

Love this show so sad. Betty McRae and
the girls lives forever in our hearts

Nona H.

I love this show!!! . Hope they change
their mind. I really will miss watching.
What a bummer!

Michelle S.L.

It's awesome, just got finished watching
last nights episode on my DVR.

Stephanie W.

I love this show it is amazing and should
not be cancelled.

Carianne C.R.

Great show. Great story lines. Hope it
isn't true!

Raechelle K.

What?!? No!!! Finally had something to
watch every week.. So not cool!!

Thailia J.

I love the show. Very sad!

Leslie R.

really. dumb. move. why i so rarely give
my heart and loyalty to any series. i
thought this one was a sure thing.

Kyla P.B.

I'm so sad! I love this show.

Rita M.S.

What! i love this show

Ashley G.

Signed!! This is my favorite show!!
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Maile R. T.

Signed !!! Love this show so much !

Marilyn M.P.

My favorite show. So sad

Tommad L.

Drop dead diva is cancelled and now
bomb girls? What the hey? Just when I
found a show I liked.

Thomas F.

I can not believe this to be true. It is such
a worthwhile effort and the acting is
superb. I love this show.

Chris B.

That sucks and some one needs to have
their butt kicked, BG needs to keep going
its Awesome!!!

Isabella B.

This is a true, real loss. This show is a
truthful look at life in a period of history
that has touched us all.

Jennifer H.C.

Wow, all these terrible reality shows out
there, and they take something good off
Go figure!

Elizabeth H.

BOO! One of my fave shows. Dumb tv
execs.

Mindy D.C.

Very disappointing news. Of course, these
days if you aren't airing some reality show
about a bunch of idiots acting like idiots,
then quality shows don't get much of a
chance.
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Meredith H.

What idiots decided this was a smart
move?!?! Hopefully they change there
minds or another channel picks them up.
Some of the WORST shows go on and on
and on and on and a good one like this
gets canned. SMH!!!

Motown H.

I am sad that Smash is going off the air
and not Bomb Girls. I love this show. I
pray that another network picks it up.
damnnnn

Anne Marie

They have got to be insane to not
renew!!!!!

D.S.T.

Pam J.

agreed. i love this show---and wow! can't
believe it! it is such a great show...always
look forward to it every week...what the
heck?

Melissa M.P.

Signed the petition and crossing fingers
the "head who are" change their minds
and keep this on air. One of only two
shows I watch (seriously) during the
week. Sad indeed if it's cancelled. Boo!

Kendra P.P.

why cant someone else pick them up

Erika R.

This is a great show and should be on
basic cable where more people can fall in
love with it.

Elizabeth P.H.

Bomb girls are the bomb LOL
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Stephanie H.

I absolutely LOVE the fashions on this
show. Too bad we couldn't bring that
back!! Instead we have to look at kids who
think wearing jeans down to their knees
looks cool. (PULL 'EM UP!! Nobody
wants to see your underwear!!)

Laura R.B.

The story paths your taking us on are as
unpredictable as real life!! Just better
dressed!!

Kristine S.

I hate having to wait until every
Wednesday to watch MY SHOW! Hope I
can buy each season on DVD eventually!

Monalyn A.

LOVE IT! I want to watch more!!!! I love
this show.

Kelli B.

Just love this show. Betty the best

Vanessa C J.

One of my FAVORITE shows ... can't wait

Kendra J.

My new favorite!

Julie L.

I love this show.

Courtney S.

I'm so upset. I have to wait now for
season 2 on netflix because Time Warner
Cable doesn't have Reels CHANNEL. omg
omg omg. Bummer. I'm gonna cry.
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Sue L.

Love the show!

Stephanie B.

It feels Awesome ! Keep Bomb Girls
coming…

Jill M.

Love all thoses gals ! Gladys is a real go
getter !

Stephanie B.

I am in love with this show.

James B.

Great show!

Courtney S.

I'm so happy! Yes I have netflix. I will be
watching. Thank u thank u thank you!

Debbie M.R.

I don't have Reelz Channel so I'll have to
wait until Netflix picks it up. You can bet
I'll be watching when that happens. This
show has pasted Mad Men as my favorite.

Pamela J. A.

I absolutely love this show

Monalyn A.

Anything with Bomb Girls is fantastic! I
could watch this show all day long.

Tinisha T.

I'm such a dvr er and like to watch my
shows later so I can skip the commercials
but I couldn't wait to watch last nights
bomb girls and loved every minute of it
and hated when it was over...my number 1
favorite show
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Leota D.

Your show is so great! I can't wait for each
Wed. night to come around. I'm going on
vacation but I"m going to DVR your show.
That will be the first thing I do is watch
Bomb Girls when I get home. Keep up the
wonderful work everyone is doing.

Tiffany N.S.

I love bomb girls keeps me on the edge of
my seat!!!

Nakeia D.

I love Bomb Girls!!! Im also happy they
are showoing more women of different
ethinc backgrounds this season!

Amanda H.

EPIC!!! so happy my vicmu crew is back!!
And 2 episodes back to back merry early
christmas to me!!

Angus S.

Love this show!!! Sorry for anybody who
missed it! Why dont you re-air it? Is it on
your website?

James A. B.

watched them both.GREAT.I can't wait
for next Wednesday to see more

Jane W.

Was eager for season 2 and it isn't
disappoining!

Anthony R.

I love Bomb Girls!!

Edna K.M.

Woo Hoo!!! My show is BACK!!!!!!!
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Jenny G. B.

Can't get enough. What is Kate gonna
do??????

Nikki W.

Love this show!

Tracey S.

LOVE this show!!! Hope it gets renewed
for a Season 3.

Crystal C.

So excited!!!!! Planning my viewing party
with friend 40s attire required.......and
whipping up my own version of Withams
Rations

Kathy M.

Fabulous show, please continue. There is
a huge audience for this type of drama.
We will spread the word.

Lorraine Q.

Bomb Girls is a rare series in the tawdry
world of television these days. I have
never seen a show that evoked so many
emotions. The characters; strong, layered
and flawed brought out something in me
and the other fans of the show that I don’t
think has been seen for a long time.
World War II was such an important time
in history. The fact that this series centers
on the Canadian effort to defeat Hitler at
home, and the all-out nationalism of the
Canadians at that time is truly
remarkable. The women who worked in
the factories building bombs, bullets and
planes is a part of history most young
women today are not even aware of. It
needs to be told. The Bomb Girls
characters developed by Michael
MacLennan and Adrienne Mitchell were
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powerful each in their own right. They
showed how people from all walks of life
came together for a common cause. They
explored the depths of the insecurity and
strength these women (and men)
possessed. These are the reasons we are
fighting for the show to live on. Bomb
Girls has so many more stories to tell; the
fans know it, the writers know it, and the
actors know it. We just need you to
believe it. How a show gets cancelled after
the awards and accolades it received is
beyond me. Bomb Girls was cancelled
before it really got off the ground leaving
in its wake many disappointed and
broken-hearted fans. Fans, I might
remind you that have banded together
under the moniker “Bomb Shells”. When
it was announced the show was being
cancelled, “Bomb Shells” from around the
world sent letters, emails and filled up
social media with our disappointment.
There are so many more stories to tell
about these courageous women who stood
with their shoulders to the wheel during a
time of crisis. Please don’t let this
beautiful show fade away.

Bella G.

Best show on TV it is such a shame that it
was canceled, please bring it back, again
this is the best show on TV ......

Anonymous

I love Bomb Girls so much
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Aliisa P.

Bomb Girls has the smartest writers, the
smartest cast, and the smartest fans.
Above all the myriad options for TV
today, Bomb Girls stands apart. Please
don't let it end here.

Hayley G.

Incredible show. We would love to see the
stories continued with a 3rd season and
TV Movie

Reanna P.

This is my favorite show. Please keep it
running.

Vanessa W.

Bomb Girls is a fantastic show, with a
strong fan base that wants more.
Bombshells want proper closure, and we
want to do whatever we can to make sure
we get that.

Anna R.

To whom it may concern, It is
fundamental to the continuation of good
television and feminist visibility that you
continue with Bomb Girls. Not to do so
would also be an insult to female war
veterans, who also fought to keep us all
safe today. Kind regards, Anna Rumbold

Brenda M.

Love the show please It would be a shame
to see it end so soon!
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